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This thesis examines sixteenth-century Scottish perspectives on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 

Four histories are analyzed: John Knox’s History of the Reformation in Scotland, George 

Buchanan’s History of Scotland, Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie’s Historie and Cronicles, and John 

Lesley’s History of Scotland. While each author offers a different perspective of the queens 

based on personal religious and political beliefs, the four texts address the same main themes: 

Catholicism, Frenchness, tyranny/agency, and femininity. These elements are addressed through 

similar persuasive tools such as character manipulation, disparagement of supporters, and 

comparison to earlier monarchs and regents. Most importantly, Marie de Guise is perceived as a 

behavioural predecessor to Mary Stuart in all four histories, thus creating a foreshadowing of 

Mary’s rule. This thesis offers heterogeneous perspectives on both queens which have lasted to 

the modern era, and which contribute to the understanding of queenship as it was perceived in 

sixteenth-century Scotland.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots (1542-1587), wore a black dress with coloured accents representing 

royalty to her execution in 1587.1 In almost twenty years of imprisonment, she had refused to 

accept any diminution of her status as Queen of Scotland.2 In 1567, she had been deposed in 

favour of her son James (1566-1625). Less than ten years prior, her mother Marie de Guise 

(1515-1560) had been removed from Scottish regency. Both queens suffered the consequences of 

criticism and have suffered predominantly negative reputations reaching to the modern period.3 

This paper will follow a spectrum of sixteenth-century Scottish thought on Marie de Guise and 

Mary Stuart. Thus, John Knox’s History of the Reformation (hardline Protestant, religious 

argument, written 1559-1566) will be examined first, followed by George Buchanan’s History of 

Scotland (Protestant, political/secular argument, published 1582), then Robert Lindsay of 

Pitscottie’s Historie and Cronicles (moderate Protestant, political/religious argument, written 

1576-1579), and finally John Lesley’s History of Scotland (Catholic, political/religious 

argument, published 1578).4 Each author’s perspective is based on a number of factors including 

                                                           
1 Rayne Allinson, “The Queen’s Three Bodies: Gender, Criminality, and Sovereignty in the Execution of Mary, 

Queen of Scots,” in Practices of Gender in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Megan Cassidy-Welch and 

Peter Sherlock (Turnhout: Brepols, 2008). 106. 
2 Allinson, “The Queen’s Three Bodies,” 104. 
3 Justin Lake has suggested that medieval source documents should only be cautiously referred to as “propaganda.” 

His suggestion has been taken into account here. Thus, terms such as “criticism” and “persuasion” have been used in 

this text in lieu of “propaganda,” though “propagandistic” is sometimes used. See Justin Lake, “Authorial Intention 

in Medieval Historiography,” History Compass, vol. 12 no. 4 (2014): 344-360. 
4 John Knox, The Works of John Knox, 6 vols., ed. David Laing (Edinburgh: James Thin, 1845); George Buchanan, 

History of Scotland, Vol. I., ed. Mr. Bond (Glasgow: Chapman and Lang, 1799) 

https://ia601900.us.archive.org/9/items/historyofscotla01buch/historyofscotla01buch.pdf; George Buchanan, History 

of Scotland, Vol. II, ed. Mr. Bond (Glasgow: Chapman and Lang, 1799. 

https://ia800205.us.archive.org/26/items/historyofscotlan02buch/historyofscotlan02buch.pdf;; Robert Lindsay of 

Pitscottie, The Historie and Cronicles of Scotland From the Slauchter of King James the First To the Ane 

Thousande Fyve Hundreith Thrie Scoir Fyftein Zeir, ed. Æ J. C. Mackay (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 1899); John 

Lesley, The Historie of Scotland Written First in Latin by the Most Reuerrend and Worthy Jhone Lesley, Bishop of 

Ross, trans. James Dalyrmple and ed. E.G. Cody and W. Murison (Edinburgh: Bannatyne Club, 1885-1895). 

Although these four texts are certainly not the only pieces of persuasive literature on Marie de Guise and Mary 

https://ia601900.us.archive.org/9/items/historyofscotla01buch/historyofscotla01buch.pdf
https://ia800205.us.archive.org/26/items/historyofscotlan02buch/historyofscotlan02buch.pdf
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the religious identity of the author, date of writing, and use of political/religious/secular 

argument. Regardless of differences, each author focuses on the elements of Catholicism, 

Frenchness, tyranny, and femininity in relation to both Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. Most 

strikingly, each text presents Marie de Guise as a behavioural and hereditary predecessor to 

Mary Stuart. Together, the four texts provide a dominant if contrasting early modern perspective 

of the two queens’ lives and reigns that has retained influence through to the modern era.  

Background and Historical Context 

James V (1512-1542) of Scotland’s first wife, the French Madeleine of Valois (1520-1537), died 

only shortly after the pair were married. James quickly sent advisers back to France in search of 

a second wife. They chose Marie de Guise to become the next Scottish queen, due in part to her 

French connections and in part to her self-presentation as an “honorable princes.”5 She was 

received honourably in Scotland in 1538 and became pregnant quickly. Sadly, the royal couples’ 

first two children died quite young. 

When James died in 1542, Mary Stuart, only a few days old, was his only child and heir 

to the throne of Scotland. Soon after the infant’s accession to the throne, the Earl of Arran (c. 

1516-1575) was chosen as her regent. Unfortunately, Arran was perceived as lazy and ineffectual 

by his contemporaries, leading to a diffusion of power within the country.6 As a result, many 

Scots turned to Marie de Guise, Mary Stuart’s mother and James’ widowed wife, for direction. 

Marie de Guise’s political career in Scotland began full-force in 1548 with the beginning of the 

French-Scottish alliance, which promised Mary Stuart to the dauphin of France in return for 

                                                           
Stuart, they have been chosen for analysis due to their categorization as sixteenth-century Scottish histories and their 

influence on modern perceptions of the two queens. 
5 Lesley, History, 155. 
6 Pamela E. Ritchie, “Marie de Guise and the Three Estates, 1554-1558,” in Parliament and Politics in Scotland, 

1235-1560, ed. Keith M. Brown and Roland J. Tanner (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2004), 183. 
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military support against England.7 This agreement replaced a previous contract with England, 

which promised Mary to Edward VI (1537-1553), son of King Henry VIII (1491-1547). In 

reaction to England’s more aggressive and invasive policies towards Scotland, Mary was sent to 

France for her protection and as a stipulation of the agreement. She would remain there through 

adolescence and into early adulthood to be groomed as the future queen of France.  

Henry VIII of England, displeased with this development, pursued aggressive policies 

towards Scotland. These “Rough Wooings” of the 1540s aimed to result in English overlordship 

over Scotland. As a result of military intervention from France, his policies were unsuccessful. 

After Henry’s death and the death of his only male successor, Mary Tudor (1516-1558) acceded 

to the throne of England in 1553. Her marriage to Philip II of Spain (1527-1598) in 1554 

provoked fears of an Anglo-Imperial invasion of Scotland and necessitated a strong alliance with 

France, as well as a strong leader in Mary Stuart’s absence. Arran had failed to fulfill this role, 

but Mary Stuart’s strong and politically-competent mother, Marie de Guise, was a strong 

contender for his replacement. She had spent the year of 1550 in France strengthening her 

connection to the French king and nobles. With their support, Marie became regent in 1554 as an 

unusual case: Mary Stuart was an adult but would remain in France as the future queen, and 

Marie was to rule Scotland in her stead.8 The Scottish populace originally supported her 

accession to regency: she had secured their support through patronage.9 Marie was also 

supported by the French king, as she was the best candidate to consolidate French power in 

                                                           
7 Pamela E. Ritchie, Mary of Guise in Scotland: 1548-1560, a Political Career (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 2002), 

3. 

8 Amy Blakeway, Regency in Sixteenth-Century Scotland (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2015), 23. 
9 Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 5, 72. 
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Scotland.10 She had a solid foundation to rule with such far-ranging support, which was 

necessary for a stable regency.11  

Unfortunately, her regency experienced trouble immediately: following early attempts at 

religious Reformation, Scotland experienced significant conflict between pro-Catholic and pro-

Reformation parties, which included the murder of Marie’s primary advisor, Cardinal Beaton 

(1494-1546), in 1546. Religious troubles had begun during James V’s reign, but the king had 

been strongly Catholic. The Earl of Arran, however, dabbled in Protestantism, and a number of 

other Scottish elites were fully Protestant. During Arran’s regency, the Reformation had gained 

strong support within the country. Now, with Marie’s rise to power, the Catholics received a 

strong and intelligent leader. The pro-reformers, on the other hand, were faced with a formidable 

opponent.  

 Through shrewd and effective maneuvers, the queen-regent focused on dynasticism via 

emphasis on defence and national security in preparation for her daughter’s formal accession to 

the throne of France.12 In particular, she fostered the relationship between France and Scotland, 

which were to be Mary Stuart’s two kingdoms. Marie also centralized power through the 

limitation of local jurisdictions by focusing on personal monarchy in the tradition of Stuart 

kings.13 By 1557, however, the queen-regent was estranged from her subjects and was having 

difficulty imposing her authority as a result of strong Protestant influence and her unpopular 

French policies.14 In 1558, an alarming upsurge of Protestant activity occurred, despite 

                                                           
10 Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 94. 
11 Blakeway, Regency, 53. 
12 Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 6. 
13 Roger A. Mason, Kingship and the Commonweal: Political Thought in Renaissance and Reformation Scotland 

(East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 1998), 125; Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 6. 
14 Ritchie, “Marie de Guise,” 197. 
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Scotland’s persevering Catholic identity and Marie’s efforts.15  Although a truce between the 

warring parties was reached in 1559, an Act of Suspension of the same year attempted to depose 

Marie de Guise from regency, based on the idea that she was trying to overthrow the liberty of 

the country with her policies.16 The Act was directed against the Guise administration and 

perceived French influence, and an accompanying memorandum suggested Mary Stuart’s 

deposition as queen of Scotland.17 Finally, the reformers had moved to political attacks in 

conjunction with a previously exclusively religious stance.18 As much as Marie slowed the 

efforts of the Reformation, a pro-reform policy was obtained after the rebellion of 1559-1560 

and upon the queen-regent’s death in 1560. The Reformation Parliament of 1560 and the Treaty 

of Edinburgh detailed the rejection of Catholicism within the country and annulled acts 

protecting the Church and mass.19 Within the year, Mary Stuart had returned to Scotland, 

following the death of her husband Francis II of France (1544-1560).  

 The Mary who returned to Scotland in 1561 was in no way Scottish or Protestant. She 

refused the Scottish government’s plan to wed her to the Protestant Earl of Arran, immediately 

reinstated her own Catholic mass, and was distrustful of her subjects.20 According to scholars 

such as Jenny Wormald, the frivolous and reluctant-to-rule attitudes that she had developed in 

France had no place in the Scottish court.21 The Queen of Scots was never entirely comfortable 

in her native country. This difficulty was reflected in her attempts at governance, the 

                                                           
15 Wormald, Mary Queen of Scots: A Study in Failure (London: George Phillip, 1988) 90. 
16 Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 1. 
17 J. H. Burns, The True Law of Kingship: Concepts of Monarchy in Early Modern Scotland (Oxford: Clarendon, 

1996), 158; Ritchie, Mary of Guise, 1. 
18 Mason, Kingship, 160. The Act included the caveat that, if the Guise matriarch should repent and convert to 

Protestantism, she would again be accepted as regent. See Mason, Kingship, 161. 
19 Wormald, Mary, 102. 
20 Burns, The True Law, 172. 
21 Wormald, Mary, 22. 
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unsuccessful nature of which supported contemporary attitudes about female rule.22 In spite of 

her title and powers, Mary refused to either ratify the pro-Reformation policy or to outlaw it. 

Regardless of current perspectives on the political efficacy of this stance, contemporary literature 

suggested that her actions were seen as dissimulating or inconstant, both negative feminine traits. 

Although she continued a policy of Reformed religion and disrupted a Catholic uprising, she also 

grew increasingly open in her own Catholic worship.23 By the early 1560s, she had begun to shift 

toward a pro-Catholic policy. This choice was made partly as a result of Queen Elizabeth’s 

(1533-1603) decision to withhold successorship to the crown of England, for which Mary was 

the strongest contender by birthright.24 In combination with Mary’s self-made marriage to Henry 

Stuart, Lord Darnley (1545-1567), rumoured affairs with David Riccio (c. 1533-1566) and James 

Bothwell (1534-1578), the subsequent 1567 murder of Darnley, and a Protestant marriage to 

Bothwell in the same year, a large part of the Scottish Queen’s public no longer accepted her 

rule.25 Her negative reputation had helped to effectively de-stabilize her reign. 

 After a stand-off at Carberry Hill in 1567 between Mary and Bothwell on one hand and 

the Protestant elite on the other, the Protestant elite forced Mary to abdicate the throne in favour 

of her infant son. Scottish society then split into the King’s and Queen’s parties based upon 

                                                           
22 Kristen Post Walton, Catholic Queen, Protestant Patriarchy: Mary, Queen of Scots, and the Politics of Gender 

and Religion (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 47. 
23 Jane E.A. Dawson, The Politics of Religion in the Age of Mary, Queen of Scots: The Earl of Argyll and the 

Struggle for Britain and Ireland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 115, 116. 
24 Dawson, The Politics of Religion, 123; David Loades, “The English State and the Death of Mary, Queen of 

Scots,” in Murder and Monarchy, ed. Robert von Friedeburg (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 163; Walton, 

Catholic Queen, 122. 
25 Loades, “The English State,” 161. John Carmi Parsons suggests that self-made marriages were a way in which 

royal women attained agency in the medieval period. Despite other suitors, Mary chose Darnley as her husband, thus 

reinforcing her own decisions as queen. See Parsons, “Mothers, Daughters, Marriage, Power: Some Plantagenet 

Evidence 1150-1500,” in Medieval Queenship, ed. John Carmi Parsons (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993), 65.  
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different personal motivations.26 These motivations included both religion and those who were 

actively opposed to Mary’s continued rule and who supported her son (the King’s party) vs. 

those who were not (the Queen’s party).27 The split resulted in a civil war (1568-1573), which 

was promoted as a religious war despite its political agenda and religious distribution – the 

parties were not divided strictly between Protestants and Catholics.28 Mary was quickly 

imprisoned by her political enemies. She escaped within the year and was defeated in battle at 

Langside in 1568, causing her to flee to England where she was once again imprisoned by the 

English queen. She had seriously misjudged Elizabeth Tudor’s character and policies.29 During 

Mary’s captivity, she requested help from two strongly Catholic nations: France and Spain.30 Her 

potential reinstatement was therefore connected to the return of Catholicism in Scotland. She 

also engaged in Scottish politics from afar, refused to give up her claim to the English crown, 

and was involved in several plots to replace Elizabeth Tudor as queen of England.31 Together, 

these aspects of Mary’s imprisonment ensured that she remained the subject of political 

speculation. 

During the 1560s, Mary’s “secret” affairs were available in print to the public, effectively 

inviting society to pass judgment on the queen.32 Early criticism against the queen appeared in 

                                                           
26 Richard H. Britnell, The Closing of the Middle Ages?: England, 1471-1529 (Hoboken: Blackwell, 1997), 8; 

Dawson, The Politics of Religion, 115; G.L. Harriss, “The King and his Subjects,” in Fifteenth-Century Attitudes: 

Perceptions of Society in Late Medieval England, ed. Rosemary Horrox (Cambridge: CUP Archive, 1997), 21. 
27 Gordon Donaldson, All the Queen’s Men: Power and Politics in Mary Stewart’s Scotland (Manchester: The 

Anchor Press Ltd., 1983), 75; John D. Staines, The Tragic Histories of Mary Queen of Scots, 1560-1690 (Farnham: 

Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2009), 304. 
28 Dawson, The Politics of Religion, 172, 176; Donaldson, All the Queen’s Men, 30; Staines, The Tragic Histories, 4; 

Wormald, Mary, 145. 
29 P. J. Holmes, “Mary Stewart in England,” in Mary Stewart Queen in Three Kingdoms, ed. Michael Lynch 

(Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd, 1988), 196. 
30 Donaldson, All the Queen’s Men, 5. 
31 Holmes, “Mary Stewart,” 197. 
32 Staines, The Tragic Histories, 366. 
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ballads and poetry and attacked her immorality and character.33 Mary’s sudden overthrow 

encouraged an unprecedented level of radical political speculation, and by 1568, the Scottish 

Protestants were demanding that she stand trial for adultery and the murder of Darnley.34 

Criticism against Mary began to shift towards political criticism of her Catholicism and claim to 

the throne of England.35 The 1571 discovery of the Ridolfi plot, which aimed to assassinate 

Elizabeth Tudor and replace her with Mary, greatly altered England’s policy towards the Queen 

of Scots and resulted in increasingly polarized rhetoric across Europe.36 The evidence of this 

conspiracy was published in a variety of languages and versions for a number of different 

audiences. The version released in England, for example, emphasized the dangers of replacing 

Elizabeth Tudor with Mary, “Scotland’s poison.”37 It focused on the justification of Mary’s 

deposition based on her character. Despite her antagonistic and mistrustful relationship with her 

cousin, Queen Elizabeth had no wish to question the inviolable nature of queenship.38 The 

English queen refused to accept Mary’s deposition until 1569.39 In 1586, however, the Babington 

Plot again saw Mary attempting to replace Elizabeth on the throne, changing the English queen’s 

attitudes towards her cousin. 

                                                           
33 James Emerson Phillips, Images of a Queen: Mary Stewart in Sixteenth-Century Literature (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 1964), 34. 
34 Mason, Kingship, 3. 
35 Phillips, Images, 51. 
36 Tricia A. McElroy, “Performance, Print and Politics is George Buchanan’s Ane Detectioun of the Duinges of 

Marie Quene of Scottes,” in George Buchanan: Political Thought in Early Modern Britain and Europe, ed. Caroline 

Erskine and Roger Mason (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 52; Staines, The Tragic Histories, 25. 
37 McElroy, “Performance,” 53. 
38 Morna R. Fleming, “An Unequal Correspondence: Epistolary and Poetic Exchanges between Mary Queen of 

Scots and Elizabeth of England,” in Woman and the Feminine in Medieval and Early Modern Scottish Writing, ed. 

Sarah M. Dunnigan, C. Marie Harker and Evelyn S. Newlyn (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 104; K. J. 

Kesselring, “Mary Queen of Scots and the Northern Rebellion of 1569,” in Leadership and Elizabethan Culture, ed. 

Peter Iver Kaufman (New York: Palgrave Macmillian, 2013), 67. 
39 Blakeway, Regency, 216. 
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All of these texts, events, and developments culminated in the English State accusing the 

Scottish queen of treasonous activity against Queen Elizabeth. Mary’s propagandists had been 

far less successful than the anti-Marians in disseminating their work.40 In 1587, the English State 

subsequently executed Mary in a unique ritual fashion.41 These outcomes resulted in part from 

the strong negative Scottish criticism that was circulated through England between 1561 and 

1587. Much of this criticism, which included Knox’s and Buchanan’s histories, reflected the 

continued desire for a capable Protestant male (or at least masculine) monarch and the different 

standards of rule for women during the early modern period.42 This period, which entailed 

changing political context and shifts in the status of the Scottish queen, was recorded in many 

ways, including poetry, literature, and several histories.43 Histories have generally contained the 

most direct information, despite inherent bias as a result of intended purpose. Both Mary and her 

mother faced strong opposition accompanied by methods of rhetorical criticism present in 

sixteenth-century Scottish histories. 

Historiography 

On queenship generally, extensive scholarship has been pursued. Since the 1970s, research has 

challenged the idea that medieval and early modern female monarchs were uncommon.44 More 

recently, scholars such as Theresa Earenfight and Cynthia Herrup have focused on the common 

                                                           
40 Phillips, Images, 50. 
41 Allinson, “The Queen’s Three Bodies,” 99. 
42 Kesselring, “Mary,” 66; Anne McLaren, "Gender, Religion, and Early Modern Nationalism: Elizabeth I, Mary 

Queen of Scots, and the Genesis of English Anti-Catholicism," The American Historical Review 107, no. 3 (2002): 

739; Walton, Catholic Queen, 92. 
43 Kesselring, “Mary,” 52. 
44 Examples of relevant works include Louise Fradenburg’s collection Women & Sovereignty, a cross-cultural 

compilation of essays which addresses queenship in archaic, medieval and early modern Europe with additional 

attention to Africa and Asia. Louise Olga Fradenburg, ed., Women & Sovereignty (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 

Press, 1992). 
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perception of queens as “female princes” and as part of a king’s gendered body, respectively.45 

From this viewpoint, queenship in medieval and early modern Europe has been studied by 

scholars such as Jo Eldridge Carney, Theresa Earenfight, Carolyn Harris, and Zita Eva Rohr and 

Lisa Benz.46 Indeed, Palgrave Macmillan’s recent Queenship and Power series, edited by 

Charles Beem and Carole Levin, focuses on gender analysis, women's studies, literary 

interpretation, and cultural, political, constitutional, and diplomatic history, including the ways in 

which royal women used their power. Reputation represents a strong undercurrent in most 

studies on queenship, including those listed above.47 While these works examine English and 

Continental European queenship from an political and cultural perspective, however, much work 

remains to be done on queenship in early modern Scotland.  

 Scholars such as Sarah Dunnigan, Jayne Lewis, Michael Lynch, John D. Staines, Kristen 

Post Walton, Retha Warnicke, and Jenny Wormald have discussed the life of Mary Stuart in 

monographs and compilations: indeed, she has been studied more than almost any other Scottish 

historical figure.48 Dunnigan’s studies examine Mary’s reputation through self-representation;49 

Lewis’ monograph and article examine the degree to which Mary has been represented in 

                                                           
45 Theresa Earenfight, “Without the Persona of the Prince: Kings, Queens and the Idea of Monarchy in Late 

Medieval Europe,” Gender & History, vol. 19 no. 1 (2007): 1-21; Cynthia Herrup, “The King’s Two Genders,” 

Journal of British Studies, vol. 45 no. 3 (2006): 493-510. 
46 Jo Eldridge Carney, Fairy Tale Queens: Representations of Early Modern Queenship (New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2012); Theresa Earenfight, Queenship and Political Power in Medieval and Early Modern Spain 

(London: Routledge, 2016); Carolyn Harris, Queenship and Revolution in Early Modern Europe: Henrietta Maria 

and Marie Antoinette (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); Zita Eva Rohr and Lisa Benz, eds., Queenship, 

Gender, and Reputation in the Medieval and Early Modern West, 1060-1600 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2016). See also Carole Levin’s collaborative effort, “High and Mighty Queens” of Early Modern England: Realities 

and Representations (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), with Jo Eldridge Carney and Debra Barrett-Graves. 
47 Zita Eva Rohr and Lisa Benz, “Introduction,” in Queenship, Gender, and Reputation in the Medieval and Early 

Modern West, 1060-1600, ed. Zita Eva Rohr and Lisa Benz, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), xxx. 
48 This is by no means an exhaustive list of sources on Mary Stuart. Those listed have been chosen due to their 

themes, influence of other works, and particular importance to the field. 
49 Sarah M. Dunnigan, Eros and Poetry at the Courts of Mary Queen of Scots and James VI (Basingstoke: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2002); Sarah M. Dunnigan, “Sacred Afterlives: Mary, Queen of Scots, Elizabeth Melville and the 

Politics of Sanctity,” Women’s Writing, vol. 10 no. 3(2003): 401-424. 
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literature from the sixteenth century through the nineteenth;50 Lynch’s compilation of essays 

discusses the political and religious influence of Mary on England, France and Scotland;51 

Staines analyzes the impact that the Queen of Scots had on literature from the sixteenth century 

through the seventeenth;52 Walton discusses the Queen of Scots’ influence and representation as 

a Catholic queen during the period of the Reformation in Scotland;53 Warnicke studies the 

queen’s life through a cultural perspective based on the customs of the French court;54 and 

Wormald examines Mary Stuart’s life through her political successes and failures.55 More 

recently, Lucinda H.S. Dean has discussed Scottish queenship in relation to ceremony, including 

coronations, marriages and funerals.56 Dean examines both medieval and early modern periods, 

thus offering an integrative study on queenship from 1214 to 1603. Such a thematic approach has 

been a popular recent trend in comparison to older narrative biographical works such as Antonia 

Fraser’s and Gordon Donaldson’s.57 This is a seemingly comprehensive coverage of Mary Stuart, 

yet few historians have examined her reputation through the perspective of sixteenth-century 

histories.58 

Far less scholarship exists on Marie de Guise. While Rosalind K. Marshall does offer a 

basic understanding of the life of the French-Scottish queen, her book is short and focuses on a 

                                                           
50 Jayne Lewis, Mary Queen of Scots: Romance and Nation (London: Routledge, 1998); Jayne Lewis, “The 

Reputations of Mary Queen of Scots,” Études écossaises, vol. 10 (2005): 41-55. 
51 Michael Lynch, ed., Mary Stewart Queen in Three Kingdoms (Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd, 1988). 
52 Staines, The Tragic Histories. 
53 Walton, Catholic Queen. 
54 Retha Warnicke, Mary, Queen of Scots (London: Routledge, 2006). 
55 Jenny Wormald, Mary. 
56 Lucinda H.S. Dean, Crowns, Wedding Rings and Processions (PhD Thesis, University of Stirling, 2014). 
57 Gordon Donaldson, Mary, Queen of Scots (London: English Universities Press, 1974); Antonia Fraser, Mary, 

Queen of Scots (New York: Dell, 1971). 
58 Phillips’ Images is an exception to this statement. Phillips published over four decades ago, however, and he 

focuses on a variety of literature from all over Europe instead of on Scottish histories. His book has been used to 

inform the current study. 
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historical narrative rather than analysis.59 Other information on the Guise queen can be found in 

discussions of Mary Stuart and the Scottish Reformation, but none of these examinations are 

complete. Pamela E. Ritchie’s study, on the other hand, is a pioneering investigation of Marie de 

Guise’s queenship in Scotland.60 Through the use of primary resources such as letters and 

diplomatic and state papers, Ritchie successfully presents Marie de Guise as a powerful Catholic 

monarch whose primary goal was the protection of her daughter’s political interests. Again, 

newer research is thematic in comparison to older narrative biographies. 

 While Knox and Buchanan have been studied in detail, Lindsay and Lesley have not. 

Kenneth D. Farrow’s monograph on Knox, Roger A. Mason’s collection on Knox, Caroline 

Erskine’s and Roger A. Mason’s collection on Buchanan, and Paul J. McGinnis’ and Arthur H. 

Williamson’s and Phillip J. Ford’s monographs on Buchanan focus on each man’s contributions 

to political thought in sixteenth-century Scotland.61 Biographies by Jane E.A. Dawson and 

Rosalind K. Marshall, on the other hand, have focused on less specific narrative history.62 Each 

work has been used to formulate a specific understanding of the two popularly-researched men, 

their influences and their work. 

Lesley has been recently studied by Margaret Beckett in her doctoral thesis and a 

subsequent article, which focus on the evolution of the bishop’s life and political concepts over 

                                                           
59 Rosalind K. Marshall, Mary of Guise (Edinburgh: National Museums of Scotland Publishing Limited, 2001). 
60 Ritchie, Mary of Guise. 
61 Kenneth D. Farrow, John Knox: Reformation Rhetoric and the Traditions of Scots Prose 1490-1570 (Oxford: 

Peter Lang, 2004); Roger A. Mason, ed., John Knox and the British Reformations (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998); 

Caroline Erskine and Roger A. Mason, ed. George Buchanan: Political Thought in Early Modern Britain and 

Europe (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012); Paul J. McGinnis and Arthur H. Williamson. George Buchanan: The Political 

Poetry (Edinburgh: Lothian Print, 1995); Philip J. Ford, George Buchanan: Prince of Poets (Aberdeen: Aberdeen 

University Press, 1982). 
62 Jane E.A. Dawson, John Knox (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016); Rosalind K. Marshall, John Knox 

(Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2000). 
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time.63 David Lockie’s article on Lesley’s political and religious career and Pamela Robinson’s 

article on the relationship between Lesley and Mary Stuart offer focused studies of the bishop’s 

life and works.64 Aside from these examinations, however, information is found only in small 

quantities in scholarship on the Reformation and Catholicism in post-Reformation Scotland. 

Lindsay, on the other hand, has not been discussed in a recent monograph. His life has been 

analyzed most broadly in Æ J. C. Mackay’s introduction to Lindsay’s Historie and Cronicles, 

though this was written in 1899 and is therefore quite dated.65 Nevertheless, Mackay offers a 

biography of Lindsay as well as commentary on his Historie. Grace G. Wilson has also written 

an article on Lindsay’s Historie and Cronicles discussing literacy in Scotland during the period 

based on tracing circulated copies of Lindsay’s work.66 Other sources include works on the 

Reformation, literature, and Mary Stuart, but there is a lack of solid intellectual biographies of 

many early modern Scottish writers.67 Existing scholarship on the two men would benefit from 

further research. 

 

                                                           
63 Margaret J. Beckett, The Political Works of John Lesley, Bishop of Ross (1527-96) (PhD Thesis, University of St. 

Andrews, 2002); Margaret J. Beckett, “Counsellor, Conspirator, Polemicist, Historian: John Lesley, Bishop of Ross 

1527-96,” Records of Scottish Church History Society, vol. 22 (2009): 1-22. 
64 David McNaught Lockie, “The Political Career of the Bishop of Ross, 1568-80,” University of Birmingham 

Historical Journal IV (1953): 98-145; Pamela Robinson, “John Lesley's "Libri Duo": Manuscripts Belonging to 

Mary Queen of Scots?” in Order and Connexion, ed. R. C. Alston (Cambridge, 1994). 
65 Æneas Mackay, “Introduction,” in The Historie and Cronicles of Scotland From the Slauchter of King James the 

First to the Ane Thousande Fyve Hundreith Thrie Scoir Fyftein Zeir by Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie (Edinburgh: W. 

Blackwood, 1899). An ODNB article also exists, but most relevant information has been taken from sources already 

mentioned. Francesca L. Mackay has recently written a thesis on Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie in relation to literacy 

in Scotland over the course of the early modern period. Unfortunately, the thesis has been embargoed until 2019 and 
is unavailable to read. As such, it will not be included in this thesis. Francesca L. Mackay, Reading Pitscottie’s 

Cronicles: A Case Study of the History of Literacy in Scotland, 1575-1814 (PhD thesis, University of Glasgow, 

2016). 
66 Grace G. Wilson, “History and the Common Reader? Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie’s ‘Cronicles’,” Forum for 

Modern Language Studies, vol. 29 no. 2 (1993): 97-111. 
67 Crawford Gribben, “Introduction,” in Literature and the Scottish Reformation, ed. David George Mullan and 

Crawford Gribben (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009). 
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Criticism and Queenship in the Early Modern Period 

Formulaic persuasion in literature, including chronicles, poetry, and histories, is present from at 

least the classical period.68 Chronicles and histories were meant to engage with a larger audience 

and depended on political actors’ engagement with the public sphere, and their use vastly 

increased towards the end of the medieval period.69 This tradition continued in Scotland with 

chronicles such as The Brus, the Orygynal Cronykil of Scotland, the Scotichronicon, and 

others.70 By the early modern period, chronicles had given way to histories that included John 

Mair’s History of Scotland, Hector Boece’s Historia Gentis Scotorum, and John Bellenden’s and 

William Stewart’s translations of Boece along with a number of others.71 These earlier histories 

focused on the creation of a legendary genealogy for Scotland and the primacy of royal authority. 

In the second half of the sixteenth century under the influence of the Reformation and the 

controversial reigns of Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart, earlier histories were followed by 

Knox’s History of the Reformation in Scotland, Lindsay’s The Historie and Cronicles of 

Scotland, Lesley’s History of Scotland, and Buchanan’s History of Scotland, which began to 

question the absolute power of the monarchy.72 

                                                           
68 Helen Castor, The King, the Crown, and the Duchy of Lancaster: Public Authority and Private Power, 1399-1461 

(Oxford University Press, 2000), 87. 
69 Lia Ross, Revisiting Decadence: A Behavioural Interpretation of Fifteenth-century Historical Narrative 

(Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2010), 15; Bjorn Weiler, Kingship, Rebellion and Political Culture 

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 101. 
70 John Barbour, The Brus, edited by A.A.M. Duncan (Edinburgh: Canongate, 1997); Andrew of Wyntoun, The 

Orygynal Cronykil of Scotland, 3 vols., ed. David Laing (Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas, 1872); Walter 

Bower, Scotichronicon, ed. D.E.R. Watt (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1987). 
71 John Major, A History of Greater Britain : As Well England as Scotland : Compiled from the Ancient Authorities 

by John Major, by Name Indeed a Scot, but by Profession a Theologian (Edinburgh: T. and A. Constable for the 

Scottish History Society, 1862); Hector Boece, Historia Gentis Scotorum, 1527; John Bellenden and Hector Boece, 

Heir Begginis the History Croniklis of Scotland (Edinburgh: John Davidson, 1540); William Stewart and Hector 

Boece, The Bulk of the Cronicles of Scotland or, A Metrical Version of the History of Hector Boece (Weisbaden: 

Kraus Reprint, 1964). 
72 Roger A. Mason, “From Buchanan to Blaeu: The Politics of Scottish Chorography 1582-1654,” in George 

Buchanan: Political Thought in Early Modern Britain and Europe, ed. Caroline Erskine and Roger A. Mason 

(Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 20-23. 
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 Why were histories composed, and what was their purpose? Opinions of events varied 

widely due to respective passions, morals, and beliefs, but historical persuasion generally had a 

clear objective and ideology as perpetuated by the author.73 Intentionally propagandistic or not, 

histories helped to set culturally-accepted limits on what one could and could not do and say.74 

These limitations were set through a cycle of writing and reception wherein each aspect 

reinforced the other.75 In this case, written documents were released and circulated, and the 

information contained within the documents was disseminated through the audience. The 

audience then reinforced the circulated opinions. Subsequently, the audience’s new opinion was 

reinforced through more writing, creating a cycle of feedback. This process was linked to a 

strong desire for conformity by the authors.76 As such, accepted moral behaviour formed 

standards: if a figure deviated from these standards or was portrayed as deviating from them, 

his/her reputation became open to character attack or assassination. 

Propagandistic literature had the effect of spreading ideas about queens and queenship, in 

Scotland as well as in Europe as a whole. Different standards for female rulers than for men 

existed in the early modern period, and powerful women in early modern Europe attracted 

personal attacks in the form of criticism. The systematic destruction of the reputations of female 

political figures was common during this period because of contemporary perspectives on 

                                                           
73 Garth S. Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell, Propaganda & Persuasion, 5th ed. (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 

2012), 3; Zita Eva Rohr, “True Lies and Strange Mirrors: the Uses and Abuses of Rumor, Propaganda, and Innuendo 

During the Closing Stages of the Hundred Years War,” in Queenship, Gender, and Reputation in the Medieval and 

Early Modern West, 1060-1600, ed. Zita Eva Rohr and Lisa Benz (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 53. 
74 Martijn Icks and Eric Shiraev, “Introduction,” in Character Assassination throughout the Ages, ed. Martijn Icks 

and Eric Shiraev (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 4. 
75 Tracy Adams, “Louis of Orleans, Isabeau of Bavaria, and the Burgundian Propaganda Machine, 1392-1407,” in 

Character Assassination throughout the Ages, ed. Martijn Icks and Eric Shiraev (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2014), 121. 
76 Tracy Adams and Glenn Rechtschaffen, “The Reputation of the Queen and Public Opinion: The Case of Isabeau 

of Bavaria,” Medieval Feminist Forum: Journal of the Society for Medieval Feminist Scholarship, vol. 47 no.1 
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women: queens were not exempt from the ideology that defined the female.77 Because of their 

uncritical acceptance of primary sources, modern scholars thus often vilify the queens in 

question. Scholars must therefore always consider historical accuracy while studying primary 

source documents.78  

Particularly during the sixteenth century, Europe maintained polarized attitudes towards 

female rule and produced a variety of documents that often minimized, falsely reported, or 

misinterpreted queens’ actions.79 Over the course of the Reformation, Scotland experienced a 

plethora of cultural, economic, political, and social changes, throwing these concepts into even 

starker relief. Yet, different perspectives from the period existed and were documented in 

histories that survive. As a result, Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart have reputations that are both 

distinctive and contradictory, both negative and positive.  

Single writers’ portrayals of kings and queens cannot be understood to represent the 

views of the public, especially in the case of portrayals written by a political enemy.80 It is more 

difficult, however, to glean an accurate perspective of queens who are described negatively in 

multiple sources. Still, proof on either side of a reputational debate must be carefully considered. 

Context must also be taken into consideration. Knox’s, Buchanan’s, and Lindsay’s works were 

all written by Protestant reformers who argued against a Catholic queen’s reinstatement. 

Therefore, opposing Catholic, pro-Marian views such as Lesley’s must be studied 

simultaneously in order to allow for a well-rounded perspective. 

                                                           
77 Adams and Rechtschaffen, “The Reputation,” 5, 6; André Poulet, “Capetian Women and the Regency: The 
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Following Mary Stuart’s flight to England in 1568 and Elizabeth Tudor’s request for 

justification of the rebellion against Mary, the first formal anti-Marian tracts began to appear.81 

Most sixteenth-century historical writing in Scotland included similar elements from both 

negative and positive perspectives: Catholicism, Frenchness, tyranny/agency, and femininity.82 

Methods include character manipulation through positive and negative anecdotes, favourable and 

negative comparison to previous monarchs and political, religious, and secular arguments for and 

against a monarch’s rule.83 Yet, histories during the sixteenth century were not homogenous. 

Instead, perspectives were distributed on a wide spectrum of thought.84 John Knox’s History of 

the Reformation, George Buchanan’s History of Scotland, Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie’s Historie 

and Cronicles, and John Lesley’s History of Scotland represent a full spectrum of thought on 

Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 

                                                           
81 McElroy, “Performance,” 49. 
82 James K. Cameron, “Humanism and Religious Life,” in Humanism in Renaissance Scotland, ed. John MacQueen 

(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), 187. 
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Chapter 2: John Knox and his History of the Reformation in Scotland 

John Knox (c.1513-1572) was a Scottish preacher, writer and theologian. He is popularly 

considered to be the father of Presbyterianism in Scotland. Under the tutelage of John Mair 

(1467-1550) in his young adulthood, he was introduced to concepts of anti-clericalism, which 

evolved gradually into pro-Reformation attitudes and a desire for educational reform.1 Certainly 

one of the foremost figures in the Scottish Reformation of the sixteenth century, Knox has been 

described by his more recent biographers as a zealous man who inspired a large number of 

followers in his religion.2  

 Knox is lesser-known for his The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the Monstrous 

Regiment of Women, a highly pejorative tract attacking Mary Tudor, then queen of England, and 

Marie de Guise and outlining the contractual limitations of rule and the reasons why women are 

not suitable to rule.3 These reasons included weakness and an inversion of God’s natural 

hierarchy.4 Women in general were perceived as weak, and when they deviated from gender 

roles, they were seen as deviant.5 When the queen in question had a hereditary right to the throne 

and demonstrated feminine traits, like Mary Stuart, she had too much power, and criticism was 

necessary to restrict rule. Concerns about female rule were common across Europe: in many 

                                                           
1 Cameron, “Humanism,” 171. 
2 Dawson, John Knox; Marshall, John Knox. 
3 Other misogynist tracts were released around the same time: Thomas Becon’s 1554 An Humble Supplication unto 

God is thought to have influenced Knox’s 1558 First Blast, and Jean Ponet’s A Short Treatise of Politike Power was 

published in 1556. Yet, these two works focused on religion as opposed to sex and gender. Each of these texts, 

however, views the rule of women as a judgment from God. See Sharon L. Jansen, Debating Women, Politics, and 

Power in Early Modern Europe (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 27-30. 
4 John Knox, “The First Blast to Awake Women Degenerate,” in The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the 

Monstrous Regiment of Women, ed. Edward Arber (London: University College, 1878), 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/9660/9660-h/9660-h.htm.  
5 Michelle M. Sauer, Gender in Medieval Culture (London: Bloomsbury, 2015). 
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countries, such as France, women were explicitly barred from the throne.6 Knox’s primary 

audience for this controversial piece was intended to consist of politically-powerful men.7 These 

men, often advisors or lords, could circumvent the wishes of a female ruler or influence her 

choice of husband, which Knox fully expected them to do.8 Unfortunately, The First Blast was 

released at the beginning of Elizabeth Tudor’s reign, making Knox a new political enemy. Knox 

also wrote his famous Appellation to the Nobility at this time: he lent a sense of common purpose 

to the Protestant elite, who became the core of the Protestant cause in Scotland.9 The 

Appellation, which suggested that the civil magistrate had the duty to reform religion, extended 

to the nobility’s duty to resist ungodly tyranny in a monarch.10 Especially in Scotland, where the 

Protestant Kirk encouraged the dissemination of power to a larger group, this concept was 

particularly appealing. Perhaps as a consequence of his education under John Mair, Knox is 

particularly concerned with the repression of tyranny, or unbalanced monarchy, within the 

country.11 For Knox as opposed to Catholics and Lutherans, divine right encompassed all 

magistrates and not just the monarch, and the nobility had a duty to God to protect the country. 

By this point in time, Knox had clearly established the tenets of his History in his other works. 

 Prior to his conversion to Protestantism, Knox served as a priest in the Scottish Church. 

During the 1540s and part-way through his conversion, Knox was sent into enforced exile on a 

French galley. This was his punishment, courtesy of Marie de Guise, for his involvement in the 

                                                           
6 Judith M. Bennett, Queens, Whores and Maidens: Women in Chaucer’s England (Egham: University of London, 

2002), 9. 
7 Kenneth D. Farrow, “Theological Controversy in the Wake of John Knox’s The First Blast of the Trumpet,” in 

Literature and the Scottish Reformation, ed. David George Mullan and Crawford Gribben (Farnham: Ashgate, 
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8 Dawson, John Knox, 235. 
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11 Farrow, John Knox, 296; Herrup, “The King’s Two Bodies,” 499. 
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murder of Cardinal Beaton (1546) and the siege of St. Andrew’s (1546-1547). As a slave, he 

experienced health issues and hard toil. This brief interlude may have affected his views on the 

French and the later Scottish alliance with France. Upon release, Knox found refuge in England, 

where he grew accustomed to living in a Protestant nation. Though he departed in the early 

1550s, again exiled, he retained aspects of Englishness and indeed considered England his 

second home. From England, Knox fled to Switzerland. The years that he spent in Geneva were 

most formative to his concept of Protestantism.12  

As such, his return to Scotland in 1559 had a significant effect on the progress of 

Protestantism within the country.13 His misogynist attitudes towards women were common 

during the sixteenth century.14 During this period, women were perceived as inferior to men in 

moral behaviour, intellect, dignity, and glory.15 Perceived female traits included lustfulness, 

ambition, avarice, vanity, pride, lechery, irrationality, emotiveness, jealousy, querulousness, 

deceptiveness, inconstancy, and infidelity. Although women might be longsuffering, humble, 

patient, and compassionate, these virtues were often challenged by inherent vice and a 

predisposition to violent passions.16 Publications from all over Europe maintained the idea that 

women were inferior to men in most ways.17 Knox functioned under these assumptions about 
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women, which were also associated with queens.18 While he did not maintain positive 

relationships with either Mary Stuart or her mother, he did attempt to change the dynamic of 

these relationships based on his principles. He also appears to have believed that Queen 

Elizabeth’s rule was divinely ordained as an exception to God’s natural law, demonstrating his 

adherence to biblical precedent. This belief suggests that he was not against the rule of all 

women, just feminine, tyrannical Catholics. In fact, he requested that Elizabeth confess 

extraordinary dispensation from God to rule.19 Elizabeth, who demonstrated male characteristics 

such as assertiveness, was an acceptable ruler.20  

In his History of the Reformation, which was written primarily in the 1560s and revised 

until 1572, Knox portrays the Church as having authority independent of the State, an unusual 

perspective during this period in Scotland when monarchy ruled all.21 Knox’s writing offers a 

wealth of religiously-based anti-Marian criticism that was successful in its primary aim to 

support the Reformation, especially regarding his influence upon the Scottish nobility.22 The 

analysis of Knox’s History of the Reformation in Scotland offers the opportunity to examine 

contemporary hardline Protestant/religious attitudes towards Marie de Guise’s regency and Mary 

Stuart’s rule. 

 Knox, who wrote and released his work during 1559-1566, uses indirect attacks on 

Marie’s and Mary’s characters as his primary ammunition. He supports these attacks with 

religious examples and scriptural vocabulary. His work was intended to be released instantly 
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with the purpose of encouraging similar histories and a common perspective on the state of 

religion in Scotland, which was not yet Protestant.23 After the Scottish Reformation Parliament 

of 1560, Knox’s view of his Catholic monarch and widescale Catholic practice changed: 

different rules applied, and an idolatrous monarch was no longer acceptable.24 In order to begin 

his History on a strong note, therefore, he bemoans the state of Scotland as it is in the sixteenth 

century: filled with “filthy lusts […] ambitioun […] insatiable covetousness” and “abuses, 

superstitioun and idolatrie.”25 The latter descriptions may be used to express the Catholic 

influences still rampant in Scotland, but the former are almost certainly descriptive of Marie’s 

and Mary’s corrupting influences. As suggested by Cynthia Herrup, this was a common type of 

attack on queens: negatively perceived feminine qualities, such as lustfulness and covetousness, 

were connected to stereotypical tyrannical rule, thus forming a connection between women and 

tyranny.26 In many cases, religious identity was connected to character flaws.27 This is the case 

with both Marie and Mary: their corruption is associated with their Catholicism. To ensure that 

his message is heard and that his audience remains interested, Knox focuses primarily on the 

recent past.28 

Knox uses indirect attacks against Marie de Guise. She is corrupting Scotland, as 

apparent through the state of Scotland and through her treatment of others. Chaos reigns during 

her regency.29 Heresy is rampant, and the “deceit” of the Pope, the “superstitious devotion” of 
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bishops, and the greed of priests support Knox’s assertion that Marie de Guise is corrupting the 

progress of the Reformation in Scotland. Edinburgh in particular is “drouned in superstitioun.”30 

Not only had the regent refused to instate Protestant policies, but she actively attacked those who 

were no longer Catholic. Thus, Knox’s recounting of the treatment and death of Protestants 

under Marie serves to reinforce the queen-regent’s adherence to Catholicism and her forceful 

anti-Protestant policies.31 This commentary also functions as a recording of Knox’s beliefs, 

therefore emphasizing the true religion. English pamphleteers had used similar methods in 

writing against Mary Tudor during her reign. John Ponet (c. 1514-1556), for example, had 

suggested that England was being punished for the Tudor queen’s Catholicism: England’s 

acceptance of a Catholic queen had ignited God’s ire.32 Likewise, Scotland is suffering under 

Marie. 

Knox targets Marie de Guise early in the text of his History through direct assassinations 

as well. He calls her a “spectackle” and a “plague.”33 He describes her as crafty and manipulative 

of both men and women, “dissimulate and fals, thinking to make her profit of [all] parties,” as 

well as filled with “doubleness and falsehood.”34 Such depictions are later used to describe Mary 

Stuart and were also common criticisms against queens, who practiced covert powers within the 

private sphere.35 They also hint at the common idea that tyrannical rulers sought private profit 

through measures such as taxes, but that they hid these aims.36  
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Knox also refers to Marie de Guise as “our Jezabell Maistres,” a shocking designation 

due to its previous use in describing Mary Tudor in Knox’s The First Blast and to its obvious 

aggression against Marie de Guise.37 Direct comparison between the two women is apparent 

here, and it is extremely derogatory. Only one hundred pages later, he refers to Mary Tudor as 

“that monster” and then in a letter as “that professed enemie of God, mischievous Marie.”38 This 

commentary further clarifies his stance on Mary Tudor’s reign and consequently his opinion of 

both Mary Tudor and Marie de Guise. Such character assassinations are used to emphasize 

Marie’s tyrannical character through her craft, manipulation, and falsehood, all of which are 

feminine traits, and which connect Marie to other European Catholic queens.39 Such hostility 

was expressed against strong queens due to their perceived desire for power, which was 

unwomanly.40 Obviously, hostility did not apply in all cases: again, Elizabeth Tudor is the 

exception to the rule. Here, Knox is taking advantage of Marie’s and Mary’s similarities in order 

to propagate the trope of the tyrannical, Catholic queen.  

More unreliable evidence is used to construct Marie’s tyrannical character. In contrast to 

the way that women were supposed to act, the queen-regent demonstrates fury, craft and deceit, 

feminine characteristics.41 Her “crewell hart” is often enraged, particularly towards the end of 

her life.42 Her rage most likely stems from frustration with the relative failure of her policies. 

Yet, Knox sees this behaviour as both tyrannical and extremely French instead of as the result of 
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disappointment.43 Herrup and Ian Maclean suggest that rage was also viewed as feminine, 

therefore tying Frenchness, tyranny, and femininity together.44  

Marie began to “rage against all godlie and honest men” and she “invented lyes, sche 

inflambed the hartis of many against us,” denoting Knox and his compatriots.45 She also 

“travellet to blynd the pepill,” both Catholic and Protestant, to her “wicked interprise” against 

them and Scotland.46 She is therefore purposely misleading the people of Scotland and 

manipulating them away from Protestant practice. Marie is indiscriminately manipulative to hide 

her true aims. Instead of being blinded himself, however, Knox comments that “the Devill 

cease[d not] to enflamb the malice of the Queen.”47 As a preacher of the true religion, Knox is 

aware of the trickeries of the Devil and the Catholics. In these sections, his criticism is focused 

on Marie’s tyrannical, feminine, and idolatrous qualities. 

Although Knox relies primarily on direct criticism in his discussion of Marie, indirect 

persuasion is also used to disparage the Guise regent. Knox relates his suspicion to his audience 

that Marie killed her husband, James V, by poison: “Is nott the King dead?” she allegedly 

demands of Cardinal Beaton, her primary advisor.48 Though Knox does not tell his audience that 

she is guilty of this suspected crime, he strongly implies it with this short anecdote. The power-

hungry, husband-murdering queen is a trope in literature on queenship.49 Queens were often 
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accused of plotting to kill their husbands in order to achieve greater personal power.50 Along 

with the effect of questioning Marie’s morality, this suspicion also serves to question her ability 

to act as regent, as feminine actions like these were thought to conflict with rational rule. Such 

criticism manipulates the audience into suspecting Marie’s guilt and tyranny. 

Knox has other suspicions and requests England’s help: “[The] Quene Regent heir 

pretend[s] to nothing but the suppressing of Chrytis Evangell [and] the subversion of [this] poore 

realme.”51 Marie’s focus on Scotland remaining a Catholic country was not, however, primarily a 

religious desire: Catholicism would serve to maintain relations with France.52 Enforcing 

Catholicism in Scotland would also support Mary Stuart’s claim to the throne of England if the 

Tudor line failed: Elizabeth Tudor was illegitimate under canon law.53 Regardless of motive, the 

Protestant elite could not resist the strength of Marie’s regency without England’s support. Knox 

appears to have been aware of this problem. He returns to Marie’s tyrannical decisions 

throughout his History in order to subvert the perception of her rule, as the images of both kings 

and queens have been subverted in the past.54 She decides to engage in war with England, for 

example, with the aid of the French and without giving any warning to the Commissioners of 

Scotland. “Such is the fidelitie of Princes […] when soever thei seik thare awin affectionis to be 

served,” Knox sighs.55 
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Marie’s relationship with France is a theme in Knox’s History and is connected to her 

tyranny. A strong undercurrent of related anti-French bias exists in his work: xenophobia was a 

common theme in medieval and early modern writing on queenship. Particularly in the case of 

foreign queens, who were thought to have divided loyalties, a lack of patriotism, and strange 

customs, anti-foreigner bias is prominent.56 In Knox’s mind, France is also connected intimately 

to Catholicism: Marie’s French-Catholic court is particularly problematic.57 The current Catholic 

state of Scotland is compared to an alternate reality in which union with England might occur. 

Knox’s xenophobia does not extend to England, most likely as a function of his years spent 

living peacefully on English soil. Knox reinforces his desire for this union through the 

Anglicization of his vernacular Scots writing, thus supporting the idea that his History was 

written for both English and Scottish audiences.58 The concept of a united Britain, found in 

earlier histories, emphasizes an ideal peace between England and Scotland, to the detriment of 

the Auld Alliance between France and Scotland.59 A discussion of England in comparison to 

France also obviously serves another purpose: to revisit the marriage contract between Mary and 

Prince Edward of England vs. that between Mary and Francis, the dauphin of France. To Knox’s 

disappointment, “our Quene [was] crouned, and new promess maid to France.”60 Despite this 

promise, Knox suggests that Scotland is split between support of England and France, thus 
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demonstrating Marie de Guise’s tyranny in choosing alliance with France against the will of half 

of her country.61 Thus, Knox’s xenophobia has been legitimized. 

In connection to Marie’s French heritage, Knox disparages her supporters. In his mind, 

the queen-regent’s support from France is a company of “men of war” who have come to 

Scotland not to protect Marie, but “for a further destructioun to Scotland.”62 Again, Knox 

displays his anti-French bias. Regardless of any initial support of a French alliance, therefore, 

Knox’s Scottish audience is pushed to fear the destructive French. These earlier efforts to turn 

the Scottish people against the French were evidently unsuccessful: Knox emphasizes the 

continued cruelty and inhumanity of the French later in his History as well.63 He details the 

stripping of Scottish bodies, highlighting mistreatment of the country through analogy. Marie de 

Guise is allowing her home country to destroy Scotland. Louise Olga Fradenburg suggests that, 

as the embodiment of alliances, queens redefined the national identity while also forging 

relationships between reigning dynasties with different interests.64 When foreign interests 

overshadowed the needs of the country, however, foreign queens were perceived as prioritizing 

their native countries. This is the case with Marie.  

In more focused criticism, Cardinal Beaton, Marie’s primary advisor, also receives much 

criticism. Through him, the queen-regent promises “favouris in all his lauchfull suyttis to 

wemen,” thus connecting him to Marie’s manipulation of her court.65 He is also criticized 
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posthumously: the death of this “tyrant” was “dolorous to the preastis, Gov [government] and 

most dolorous to the Quene Dowager, for in him perished faythfulnes to France.”66 This Catholic 

man was Marie’s supporter, and the loss of his support hurt Marie’s French-Catholic policies. 

Though his disparagement and through the disparagement of the French, Knox effectively 

attacks Marie’s Frenchness and character as well. 

Knox’s direct correspondence and audience with the queen-regent is minimal.67 Knox’s 

friends and colleagues suggest that he write to her about her policies from where he was 

preaching in Scotland during a brief visit in 1556, and he includes the request for a policy of 

formal tolerance to Protestantism in his letter.68 He also attempts to instruct the queen-regent in 

her duties.69 In response, Marie mocks and belittles him. The Archbishop of Glasgow is with her 

when she receives Knox’s letter. “Please yow, my lord, to reid a pasqwill,” she suggests before 

handing it off.70 Knox is still insulted by Marie’s reaction when he writes his History. He warns 

Mary Stuart that “in following the counsallis of the wicked, she end more miserablie then hir 

crafty Mother did.”71 Though Marie’s death occurred in 1560, years after the giving of the letter, 

Knox clearly felt vindicated. He outlived his first Catholic queen, but he would not outlive Mary. 

He did, however, outlive her queenship of Scotland. 

Knox describes Marie as a behavioural and hereditary predecessor to Mary Stuart in 

much of his direct and indirect criticism. In many cases, princesses learned political persuasion 

through their mothers from a young age, as suggested by John Carmi Parsons.72 It follows that 
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they would learn other behaviours, such as character flaws, as well.73 Mary did not, however, 

grow up under the tutelage of her mother. She was brought to France as a young child and was 

therefore raised by those at the French court. This common knowledge is not apparent in the way 

that Knox describes Mary, aside from a love of parties and banqueting. While Knox does 

repeatedly refer to both Marie’s and Mary’s Frenchness throughout his History, as demonstrated 

in this chapter, it is not only Frenchness that binds them. Instead, their shared (and therefore 

hereditary) character flaws take a prominent place in Knox’s analysis. This is a theme that re-

appears continuously in the sixteenth-century Scottish histories, and it will be revisited in this 

analysis. Thus, both direct criticism and insinuation relating to Marie de Guise also function as 

indirect criticism of Mary Stuart. 

 The birth of Mary in 1542 seems to have begun the “darkness in this last and most 

corrupted age.”74 Knox advises that “now dois ring for a plague to this realme,” and that “all is 

lost.”75 These observations come directly after Knox’s discussion of the tenets of reformed 

Christianity, forging a direct connection between Mary and the troubles with Protestantism 

during her reign. Although these issues are not unique to Mary’s reign, their beginning is also 

connected to Mary indirectly through her mother, Marie de Guise. 

Beginning with her arrival in Scotland in 1561, Mary Stuart is directly attacked as crafty, 

deceitful, and filled with falsehood like her mother. Feminine forms of behaviour were 

considered threatening to rulership when practised by either men or women, but women 
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specifically were expected to work harder to overcome these natural flaws.76 Mary did not. “Sche 

could play the hypocrite in full perfectioun,” Knox states.77 He suggests in hindsight that Mary 

hid her true character behind a veneer of gentleness and beauty: “not that we then suspected her 

nature,” he laments.78 He also mentions that adultery, fornication, “messe-mongering,” and 

pestilent papists increased after her arrival.79 This commentary functions as both direct and 

indirect attacks on Mary’s corrupting influence and hints at her poisoning of the country, another 

common accusation against unpopular kings and queens.80 

 Unlike in his discussion of Marie de Guise, Knox targets Mary Stuart’s reputation 

primarily through indirect attacks. The importance of a good reputation was understood, as it was 

understood that one’s actions would be discussed and evaluated.81 Images and words were used 

to destroy reputations, states, and characters: authors understood and analyzed how rumour 

functioned.82 Knox was aware of the destructive power of rumour. He assures his audience that 

Mary’s arrival brought on a “dolorous face of heavens” in conjunction with a “corruption of the 

air” and a “myst [that] was thick and dark,” each of which Knox regards as negative signs from 

God.83 Reference to portents was a common method of persuasion: Ponet used the occurrence of 

extreme weather events to manipulate his English audience into practicing Protestantism.84 Knox 

does the same with his Scottish audience.  
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Knox is reluctant to deviate from biblical precedent. Aside from his reference to portents, 

he also appeals continually to biblical examples. In particular, he discusses vicious biblical 

female rulers.85 For example, he suggests that God might take “the same vengeance upoun hir 

[Mary], that hes bein tane of Jesabell and Athalia, yea, and of otheris, of whome prophane 

historyis mak mentioun; for greattar abominatioun was never in the nature of any woman, than is 

in hir.”86 Mary is thus categorized as an idolatress and a manipulative queen in the style of 

biblical examples. This was a common method of reputational attack in both medieval and early 

modern literature: Jezebels were women who attacked great ecclesiastics.87 The preacher’s use of 

this insult also serves to augment his own reputation. Knox’s use of biblical standards makes his 

History an interesting complement to other histories: the use of historical examples to 

demonstrate tyranny and the spread of corruption is a theme that continues through the sixteenth 

century. 

 Other indirect attacks, including insults towards Mary’s corrupting French relatives and 

her company at court, also build Knox’s negative depiction. They are “cruell and conjured 

ennemyes of God, and of all godliness, the Duke of Guyse, the Cardinall of Loraine, and their 

factioun.”88 Although Mary was not immediately judged as crafty, Knox suggests that the 

Protestant faction “understood the malice of hir friendis.”89 Furthermore, the Scottish queen 

keeps company with “murtherars, adulteraris, theavis, hooris, drunkardis, idolateris, and all 
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malefactouris,” all of whom are Catholic, and she hates those who refuse to flatter her and share 

her religion.90 However, “whatsoever might sett furth hir glory, that sche heard, and glaidlye 

beheld.”91 In fact, her servants spill the blood of ministers, multiply the mass, and imprison, 

banish and persecute innocent men.92 By befriending these immoral persons, Mary “gatt the 

Devill fredome agane, whair that before he durst nott have bene sene in the day light upoun the 

commoun streatis.”93 She also reveals her own immorality through her corrupting influence on 

the laity.94 She herself, Knox clarifies, is not being called a whore, despite what he has heard, but 

she has been brought up in the corrupt court of France by “hooremongaris” who engage in incest 

and adultery.95 Sexual attacks against supporters were also a widely-used method of criticism 

against queens: during Elizabeth Tudor’s reign, for example, the sexual conduct of the English 

queen’s favourite was satirized and reflected negatively on the queen herself.96 The company that 

a queen kept could have a corrupting influence on her character and behaviour. Indeed, the 

corruption of a monarch by his/her court was a common trope in medieval and early modern 

literature.97 These indirect attacks on Mary’s supporters serve to emphasize further her ineptitude 

as a ruler and to question her morality and character. 

 Among these unsavoury friends is David Riccio, Mary’s private secretary. Her 

relationship with the native Italian was suspicious to many, but Knox has taken particular issue 

with their familiarity prior to Riccio’s death. It was not only Riccio with whom Mary had an 

inappropriately close relationship: another young man at the Scottish court was enamoured of 
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Mary, and she “would steal a kyss of his neck” in great familiarity.98 Court favourites had undue 

access to the monarch and were accorded a number of benefits, including political power due to 

influence over the king or queen.99 A queen’s favourites, however, especially if male, were also 

thought to be afforded illicit access to the queen’s sexual body. This access could potentially 

result in a succession crisis. Mary’s close relationships with men were therefore unacceptable. 

From her arrival in Scotland, then, Mary was under suspicion of promiscuity.100 While kings 

were generally attacked for ineffectual and/or corrupt rule, sexual stereotyping was commonly 

used against queens in early modern literature.101 Attacks against a queen’s sexual conduct were 

the easiest to use, were well-established, and could cause irreparable damage to her reputation.102 

If a queen could not control herself, she could not control her people.103 Such accusations formed 

the bulk of attacks against Mary Stuart, but not against Marie de Guise, whose sexual reputation 

remained for the most part intact: despite desperation to remove Mary from the throne, her 

paternity was not questioned. Tracy Adams suggests that an absence of accusation in 

propagandistic literature functions as powerful evidence for a queen’s chastity.104 As far as the 

Scots were concerned, James V was Mary’s father, and she was the inheriting queen.  
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In Mary’s case, the young man was easily dispatched, unlike Riccio, who remained close 

to Mary until his murder in 1566. As in much of the anti-Marian literature of the period, Knox is 

pleased with Riccio’s death. The death or exile of a favourite was an often-practiced method of 

dealing with inappropriate influence.105 Knox’s pleasure at Riccio’s death, however, is possibly 

connected to anti-foreigner bias as well: internal disorder was often linked to the interests of 

other countries.106 Especially in relation to “foreign” queens such as Marie de Guise and Mary 

Stuart by reason of her upbringing in France, external interests were perceived to dominate 

governmental decisions. Riccio’s influence would have been thought to exacerbate this problem. 

In Knox’s opinion, Riccio’s assassination was the work of lords “free[ing] themselves of the 

slavery of the villain” and was therefore justifiable despite its actual illegality.107 In both of these 

scenarios, Mary behaves in a way that is unacceptable for a female sovereign: her sexual conduct 

is questioned, and so is the legitimacy of her future offspring. 

 Mary’s sexual behaviour is not the only thing that makes her unfit for rule in Knox’s 

opinion. Her adherence to Catholicism is also problematic. During periods of trouble, she sends 

letters to France asking for aid. This is unacceptable to Knox, primarily due to France’s Catholic 

nature.  Through her actions, Mary is reinforcing the concept of excessive influence from France. 

Mary also has her domestic servants during Easter prepare for mass and apparently threatens 

those who refuse to do her will.108 Furthermore, she “daunced excessivelie till after mydnycht – 

because of persecution [of Protestants] in France.”109 Her cruelty and Catholicism are thus paired 

through relation to the cruelty and tyranny of the Catholic regime in France, forming a strong 
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argument for Mary’s tyrannical nature similar to Knox’s previous discussion of Mary Tudor in 

The First Blast.110 

Mary’s Catholicism also negatively affects her conversations with Knox on religion. 

Mary, who does not appreciate being told that she is ungodly, counters Knox’s religious zeal and 

inability to accept Catholicism as a legitimate religion for his queen. The queen’s blasphemous 

and unwomanly speech becomes a personal affront to Knox through her rejection of his 

arguments. Her outbursts are also seen as specifically tyrannical and feminine, thus emphasizing 

Mary’s undesirable nature and validating Knox’s stance on the rule of women.111 He feels that he 

has done his duty in instructing Mary in the rightful religion and that his superior intellect and 

morality should prevail.112 Despite her attempts at womanly modesty during her conversations 

with him, Knox perceives her as weak instead of pleasantly demure.113 She is a stereotypically 

weak, sinful woman, and she is treated as such.114 

Although Knox is not often considered a humanist, he was not entirely isolated from 

humanist influence.115 His recorded conversations with Mary are in a question and answer format 

in the style of Plato.116 In this format, he can perform the role of the knowledgeable tutor while 

Mary takes the place of the ignorant student by default. After all, “Princes are the most ignorant 

of all otheris in Goddis true Religioun.”117 Mary’s ignorance is displayed continually in their 

conversations, marking her as incompetent: Knox writes that “Ye ar oure saie for me, (said the 
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Quene,) but and yf thai war here that I have heard, thai wold ansuer you.”118 Knox’s 

understanding of the importance of rhetoric is demonstrated in these sections where Mary’s 

inferior argumentative abilities are acknowledged by the queen herself.119 Knox’s abilities are 

also recognized as superior.  

Knox accepts Mary’s belief in Roman Catholicism as genuine, which is perhaps 

surprising.120 He gives her the benefit of the doubt: her religious ignorance is preferable to 

adherence to Catholicism for convenience or political gain.121 During her imprisonment, Mary 

was unwavering in her faith and in fact threatened to become a Catholic martyr.122 For Knox, 

Mary and the old religion are inseparable: Knox personifies the Catholic Church in the Queen of 

Scots. The Church is described as vain, deceitful, prideful and tyrannical, emphasizing its 

feminine characteristics.123 The parallels are obvious, and this connection helps to explain 

Knox’s distaste for Mary: she represents his real and final enemy – the Catholic Church. Like her 

mother, Mary Stuart extended the reach of Catholicism to “all partis” of the realm and destroyed 

much of the Reformation’s progress in Scotland, thus legitimizing his hatred.124 

 Because of his knowledge of the Bible and to a lesser degree, his influence on the 

Reformation, Knox was well-placed to include religious attacks in his writing. Knox’s constant 

prayers for the queen are yet another type of propagandistic tool and serve to emphasize her 

immorality and ungodliness: “We rander maist hartlie thankis to the Lord our God for hir Gracis 

good mynd, earnestlie praying that it may be encreassed in hir Hienes, to the honour and glorie 
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of His name, and weill of his Kirk within this Realme,” he prays after Mary’s first mass in 

Edinburgh in 1561.125 To Knox’s frustration, Mary continued to attend mass and to mock all of 

his exhortations.126 “Madame, I pray God to purge your hairt from Papeistrey, and to preserve 

you from the counsall of flatteraris,” Knox prays in her hearing.127 Knox’s opinion matters to his 

audience because of his strong reputation and his ability to spread his message. Yet, one 

questions whether Knox held the same sense of personal importance in Mary’s life or in the lives 

of prominent Protestant nobles, many of whom did not take all of Knox’s theories seriously.128 

Consequently, sections of Knox’s writing are difficult to take at face value; the assertion, for 

example, that Marie de Guise upon a minor victory exclaimed “Whair is now Johne Knox his 

God? My God is now stronger than his!”129 Despite the fame of this statement, exaggeration is 

possible and indeed probable. Knox was most likely perceived as a profound annoyance instead 

of as a true foe.130 

 Based on her personality and behaviour, Mary is also targeted through direct attacks. She 

is depicted as an unstable and feminine woman, who “gives place to her inordinat passioun” and 

who is prone to both rage and tears.131 Her dramatics, which include “owling, besydes womanlie 

weaping, [which] stayed hir speech,” combined with her cruelty form a solid foundation for 

tyrannical rule.132 Behaviour ascribed to women included crying and cursing, along with 

complaining.133 Although sovereigns rarely had exclusively masculine or feminine traits, when 
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femininity overbalanced masculine traits, irrationality, indulgence, verbosity, waste, cowardice, 

and vengeance were thought to be practiced excessively.134 Mary demonstrates many of these 

traits. Knox mentions other negative traits, such as her French love of parties, parades, 

ceremony, and dancing. The preacher views this kind of lavish celebration and “pompous train” 

as ungodly excess: “the Quene and our Court maid myrrie. Thai wer banketting upon 

banketting,” even upon Knox’s suggestion of a fast to appease God.135 Food prices allegedly rose 

in response to the court’s expenditures and had a negative impact on Scottish society.136 Mary is 

therefore frivolous and selfish, demonstrating characteristics associated with stereotypical 

femininity and weakness.137 This weakness is suggested to be a female trait in Knox’s First 

Blast, along with seductiveness and a predilection for manipulation, all of which Mary 

demonstrates, and all of which make Mary further unfit for rule.138 Again, the Queen of Scots is 

represented as a stereotype of the bad queen.139 

 Knox also references her “crueltie” several times to reinforce his claims about her 

unstable and tyrannical nature: “in her hearte was nothing but venome and destructioun.”140 

Thus, Mary is deceitful and cruel, the opposite of a good ruler.141 Such character traits echo 

Knox’s earlier discussion of Marie de Guise. These attacks served two functions. They were 

necessary for the creation of Knox’s immoral and evil Mary as well as being employed to slander 

her character. With her relaxed religious policies, the real Scottish queen was not enough of a 
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threat to the Reformation.142  

 Knox grows increasingly negative towards Mary Stuart over the course of his History. 

This evolution of thought results in Book IV of Volume II, the last and least restrained book of 

his text.143 Whether this change is more a reflection of the development of his attitude towards 

the Queen of Scots or a function of frustration during this writing period is unclear, but a 

combination of the two is likely. After Mary’s marriage to Darnley, Knox delivered arguably his 

most famous sermon, in which he refers to Mary by implication as “that harlot Jezabel,” which 

has previously been used to refer to Marie de Guise and Mary Tudor.144 He records the sermon in 

his History. Thus, Knox disparages Mary and gives himself religious authority. The reference 

also functions to associate Mary Stuart with both her mother and Mary Tudor. Together, they 

form the trifecta of Marys mentioned by Knox in his First Blast.145 Knox most likely felt that his 

religious efforts had been wasted and that he had been thwarted by the Queen of Scots.146 Yet, it 

is not simple hatred or disgust with Mary that drives Knox. Instead, his genuine religious belief 

leaves him in fear of God’s abandonment as a result of his failure to convert Mary: “and so did 

God […] punish the idolatrie of our wicked Quene […] that suffered hir to defile the land with 

that abominatioun agane.”147 God is punishing Scotland for Mary’s idolatry and immoral 

behaviours, as He had punished England under Mary Tudor, and Knox has failed repeatedly to 

rectify the situation. 

 The turning point in Mary’s undesirable career occurred as a result of her marriage to 

Bothwell. Bothwell was almost certainly a guilty party in the unfortunate Darnley’s murder, and 
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Mary was suspected of having an adulterous affair with him. Thus, as Henric Bagerius and 

Christine Ekholst point out in their discussion of Blanche of Namur, she violated both 

matrimony and her royal majesty by allowing a man to exert illegitimate control and power over 

the queenly body. This was a common accusation against the allegedly adulterous queen.148 

Ultimately, Mary abdicated political responsibility with these actions.149 Mary was already under 

suspicion of attempting to murder her husband prior to the Bothwell marriage, fulfilling the role 

of the husband-murdering queen.150 She had also hinted at a desire to punish Protestant 

militancy, thus undermining her politico-religious agreements.151 Each of these actions mirrors 

Knox’s previous judgments on Marie de Guise and emphasizes the two women’s Catholicism, 

Frenchness, tyranny, and femininity. In addition, Knox reports Mary to have been bending to 

both Catholics and Reformers to turn the public eye from her own nefarious activities.152 Since 

queenly power was often achieved through covert methods, it was feared and described as 

clandestine or manipulative.153 Again, this is a repetition of Marie de Guise’s behaviour. Mary 

Stuart’s rule, therefore, was a complete disaster at this point. She had failed to live up to Knox’s 

expectations at every turn. 

 Knox’s sermons and writings eventually evolve from attacks on Mary to direct 

suggestions of resistance to Catholic rule despite initial hesitation.154 “Idolatrie aucht nocht 

[only] to be suppressit, but the idolater aucht to dey the deith […] by the peopell of God,”155 

Knox suggests. Knox thus joins earlier Scottish historians, such as Mair, in effectively justifying 
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rebellion. He also encourages the concept that Scotland’s religion is decided by the people and 

not their monarch, in comparison to the cuius regio, eius religio formula popular in the Holy 

Roman Empire.156 Ultimately, the preacher demands that Mary pay for her crimes with her life in 

an apparent justification of tyrannicide.157  

 Knox suggests that “we mynd only to follow the progresse of the Religioun, and of the 

matters that cane not be dissevered from the same.” His History of the Reformation in Scotland, 

however, reads as a complaint against the reign of Queen Mary. Knox’s perception of Mary 

Stuart declined significantly over a long period of time. In fact, Rosalind Marshall suggests that, 

by the time that he wrote the last book of his History, “his longstanding hostility to Mary had 

become an obsessive, vengeful hatred.”158 Before Mary had even arrived in Scotland, Knox 

perceived of her as an enemy. His attitude was at least partly due to his passionate belief in 

Protestantism and to Mary’s refusal to bend to his beliefs.159  

 Knox makes some surprisingly astute observations despite the flaws in his writing. For 

example, he suggests that Mary “saw nothing in Scotland but gravitie, which repugned altogether 

to her nature, for sche was brocht up in joyousitie.”160 This comment relates directly to Mary’s 

French upbringing and associates Frenchness with frivolity, a typically feminine trait.161 He also 

suggests that she often struggled to maintain a calm exterior and that she inherited many of her 

mother’s qualities.162 Such connections further emphasize the relationship between Catholicism, 
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Frenchness, femaleness, and tyranny. Regardless of these perceptions, Knox’s passion and 

emotions magnify his biases. While his vehemence served to stir public emotion, it thus had a 

negative effect on the intellectual and political reception of his History.163  

Knox had not quite recovered from the embarrassment of Elizabeth Tudor’s reaction to 

his First Blast when the separate books of his History were released. The connection between the 

two works affected the way that his audience read the History.164 Knox’s writing focuses on both 

direct and indirect attacks on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. The experience of the inheriting 

queen or the queen-regent was different from that of a queen consort, whose status remained 

stable as long as she was able to produce heirs and remained chaste.165 The hereditary or regent 

queen’s status was not stable, particularly if she was a bad queen who engaged in sexual 

misconduct or the abuse of sexual power like Marie and Mary.166 His direct attacks are based on 

feminine and tyrannical stereotyping, while indirect attacks include commentary on Catholicism, 

Frenchness, supporters, biblical precedent, and sexual/marital conduct. His History encourages 

justification for resistance, both passive and otherwise, against both Marie de Guise and Mary 

Stuart. Extremely emotional and volatile, Knox’s History of the Reformation in Scotland was 

nevertheless exceptionally influential on his wide audience and resulted in a tradition of 

Presbyterian histories during the latter years of Mary’s reign. Modern scholarship still relies 

greatly on his History.167 The work’s examination offers a Protestant/religious perspective on 

both Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 
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Chapter 3: George Buchanan and his History of Scotland 

 

Like John Knox, George Buchanan (1506-1582) was an educated man. Buchanan studied under 

John Mair and came to share many of the same concepts as Mair and Knox, such as anti-

clericalism and the idea that power lay with the people.1 In fact, Buchanan was most likely 

influenced by the writing of both men, though he repudiated Mair’s scholasticism.2 Buchanan 

worked as a poet under the patronage of the French monarchy and the Guise family after fleeing 

from Scotland in the late 1530s to avoid religious persecution. He was recalled to the Scottish 

court in the early 1560s as a poet under Marie de Guise and then Mary Stuart.3 Unlike Knox, 

Buchanan did maintain a positive relationship with both Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart during 

the latter’s younger years. This is evidenced by his neoclassical poetry, which glorified the Stuart 

monarchs.4 Buchanan enjoyed the benefits of royal patronage for many years as a writer and 

reader for the Scottish court under Mary Stuart.5 

 Over the course of his lengthy career, Buchanan favoured poetry as a means of artistic 

expression. He also wrote prose, however, including his History of Scotland (1582) and other 

works like De Maria Scotorum Regina (1571) and De Iure Regni Apud Scotos (1579). All three 

works had revolutionary implications for the monarchy in Scotland.6 The three texts are similar 

in content, include libel, and share the goal of justifying and maintaining Mary Stuart’s 
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deposition.7 De Maria retains only a loose relation to the facts of Mary’s behaviour, however, 

while De Iure focuses on a justification of the new regime in Scotland and the right to resist 

misgovernment.8 Neither is historically-focused. They are thus separate from the History. 

 Buchanan only began to write anti-Marian criticism after Mary’s deposition.9 This 

occurred after his time in France, his full embrace of Protestantism in 1561, and the murder of 

Darnley. Buchanan’s clear purpose was to keep Mary from regaining the throne because of her 

failure to fulfill her monarchical duties.10 It is possible that the Tudor government initiated the 

creation of Buchanan’s History and other anti-Marian works due to Elizabeth’s stance on Mary’s 

queenship.11 Yet, the intended audience was Scottish: Mary’s remaining supporters needed to be 

convinced and appeased. Despite the clear importance of Buchanan’s other works, such as his 

political poetry and his tracts on the investigation of Mary, it is his vast History of Scotland that 

this analysis will focus upon due to its historical focus and methods of persuasion. Buchanan’s 

History offers a Protestant/political/secular perspective on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 

 Buchanan begins his History with the suggestion that he would like to “free [the history 

of Scotland] from the uncertainty of fable.”12 Throughout the History, Buchanan references 

British, Latin, and Greek sources such as Bede, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Cicero, Livy, and 

Aristotle in order to increase his own authority.13 At the same time, he engages in criticism of 
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some earlier sources, as did many of his contemporaries. Such criticism places him in a position 

of even greater scholarly power: for example, he laments, “what monstrous absurdities, the 

writers of British history have transmitted to us.”14 In order to support his own points, he relies 

heavily on the classical writers.15 He also restores and radicalizes Hector Boece’s legendary 

history, which emphasizes the antiquity of the Scottish monarchy.16 Via Buchanan, it would 

become the accepted history of Scotland for the next few centuries.17 Through these humanist 

processes and through his apparent knowledge, he effectively maintains a position of power over 

his less-educated audience and grants himself the ability to manipulate its perception.  

 Next, he discusses the boundaries of Scotland in terms of ancient land use and division. 

At this point, when Buchanan began writing in the early 1580s, Mary had been seeking aid from 

Catholic countries such as France and Spain while still imprisoned in England. It is possible that 

Buchanan was attempting to promote the maintenance of Scotland as an independent country: it 

was not to be ruled by a satellite government, and reliance on Catholic countries threatened this 

concept. He suggests that “an alliance near at hand was better than one farther off.”18 This 

comment emphasizes his support of an alliance with England, though he is not as supportive of 

the concept as either Knox or Mair. Alliance with France or another Catholic country was a 

concern under Marie de Guise due to her French connection and during the period of Mary’s 

marriage to Francis, the dauphin of France. Clearly, it continued to be a concern after Mary’s 

forced abdication. 

 Buchanan then embarks upon a complete genealogy of Scottish monarchs, from the 
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pre-Roman period until the 1570s. As suggested above, the genealogy functions to engage the 

reader and to enhance Buchanan’s authority as a scholar of history.19 The monarchs are 

described chronologically, and Buchanan details their lives with surprising specificity 

considering the large gap between the eras he describes. In addition to detailing their lives and 

marriages, Buchanan describes the relationship between monarch and subjects: kings who treat 

their public well are treated well by their public in return.20 If the public should have to “escape 

the cruelty of the king,” however, this was a sign of unacceptable tyranny, and the public would 

have to control the tyrant.21 This is the main theme of Buchanan’s work: the sixteenth-century 

concept of the control of tyranny by the public, wherein new perspectives on the relationship 

between the individual and the State were examined.22 Across Europe, writers such as Ponet 

were opposed to the divine right of kings, whereas others such as Juan de Mariana (1536-1624) 

argued for kings’ accountability, thus changing the way that Europeans perceived of monarchs.23  

 Buchanan suggests that “[m]uch difficulty, too, has arisen from the ambition of the 

powerful.”24 Although this statement is found in his discussion of earlier monarchs, it is also 

clearly a comment on Marie’s and Mary’s ambition, which was viewed as tyrannical. It could 

also be viewed as feminine, especially when tools were used for private profit.25 Buchanan’s 

mention references Marie’s usurpation of Scottish regency and Mary’s desire to rule both 

Scotland and England. In fact, all character flaws of early kings are reflected in his depictions of 
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Marie and Mary. He thus uses this early genealogy to construct a foundation for what a monarch 

was expected and not expected to do. This foundation is used later in the text to further vilify 

Marie and Mary and to discourage Mary’s attempt to regain the throne.  

 For Buchanan, poor monarchs are not necessarily equal. An earlier king, Durstus, 

pretends to repent his behaviour, thus illustrating the ability of even an immoral monarch to 

display political awareness and competence.26 Marie and Mary, however, are neither moral nor 

competent, as Buchanan outlines in his sections on their lives. Other earlier monarchs are used as 

examples of a positive power balance between the people and the king. During the reign of 

Finnanus, for example, a law is passed wherein “no king should engage in any affair of 

importance, without the advice and sanction of public council.”27 Rulers, therefore, must answer 

to the people, reflecting the concept of Aristotle and the belief of John Mair, Knox and 

Buchanan.28 

 Many stories of the public rising up against an unruly monarch are also found in 

Buchanan’s History. Mogaldus, who has been corrupted by his court, is “seized […] and thrust 

into a cell.”29 The corruption of a monarch by the court is a common theme in literature on 

rulership, though this corruption could also stem from the monarch and influence the court.30 

Mogaldus’ incarceration is a clear reflection of Mary’s imprisonment. Buchanan does note, 

however, a difference between the actions of the collective people and the actions of a small 

group. When Findochus is killed without the approval of the people, for example, this marks a 

difference between forced abdication and execution on one hand and assassination and treason 
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on the other.31 Buchanan maintains a distaste for the “furious violence and assault of the meaner 

sort.”32 He notes that law should be created by the rational deliberation of politically responsible 

members of society.33 Instead of working individually, the people must work as a force to 

maintain legitimacy. This concept is connected to the idea that civil magistrates had a duty to 

protect the country through the control of a tyrannical monarch: only through collective action 

can real change be made and enforced. Here, Buchanan acknowledges the force of the elite 

combined with the increasingly literate and politically-involved menu peuple. 

 Volume II of Buchanan’s History of Scotland, beginning in 1437 and ending in 1572, is 

more directly rooted in his own period. His familiarity with the subject matter is mirrored not 

only in his increasingly detailed descriptions but also in more specific events and longer tracts on 

each monarch, most likely due to a greater availability of source material. Buchanan addresses 

the reigns of James II (1430-1460), James III (1451-1488), James IV (1473-1513) and James V 

prior to his discussion of Mary Stuart.34 He also discusses queen-regents. Queen mothers who 

acted as regents shared the power of their charges while being perceived as fulfilling a motherly 

role: this was a positive image.35 Regents were chosen either by monarchical nomination or by 

hereditary right, making queen mothers a popular choice: due to their relationship with their 

charges, they would not attempt to usurp power.36 Margaret Tudor (1489-1541), wife of James 

IV and sister to Henry VIII, was chosen as regent for her son. Her stereotypically feminine 
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behaviour is for the most part ignored by early chroniclers, and she is portrayed as an acceptably 

competent ruler.37 Her reign is brief: she retains supreme power as long as she remains a widow 

but chooses to marry instead.38 This re-marriage earns her resentment and deposition from 

regency, though re-marriage was common for queen-dowagers.39 As queen-regent, she does “one 

thing worthy to be remembered:” she writes to her brother the king of England and asks that he 

refrain from pursuing war with Scotland.40 

 Margaret retains power in the Scottish court despite her re-marriage.41 She suggests 

that the lords free her son from his “bondage” of his regent, which they do.42 She thus 

demonstrates agency and her continued influence over the court. Unsurprisingly, Buchanan does 

not lament Margaret’s loss of official power. “The laws of Scotland,” Buchanan notes, “do not 

permit women to have the supreme power, much less in such troublesome days.”43 Periods of 

minority were often troubled. Propagandistic writers targeted these periods of partiality and 

violence to enhance a feeling of peril related to a specific political leader.44 Buchanan’s comment 

on the laws of Scotland foreshadows both Marie de Guise’s regency and the rule of her daughter. 

Both reigns are against the ancient laws of Scotland, and both are indeed during troubled periods 

in Scottish history. 

 Buchanan’s Margaret displays a number of negative feminine and tyrannical 

characteristics despite her portrayal in earlier works, such as Lindsay, as a competent queen-
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mother. She regrets her re-marriage and seeks “by all means to undermine her husband.”45 Her 

“dissimulation and secrecy” and her hatred for her husband underline her stereotypical 

femininity, which is outlined by Theresa Earenfight and Ian Maclean.46 Margaret’s indecision 

and craftiness are also both feminine traits, the opposite of the valued monarchical traits of 

constancy and truthfulness.47 They are thus associated with tyranny. Buchanan relates all four 

negative traits to Marie de Guise and Mary. Therefore, Margaret serves as a predecessor for 

unstable female rule. Buchanan’s extended discussion of femininity in relation to tyranny is 

reminiscent of Knox and forms a solid foundation for his discussions of Marie de Guise and 

Mary Stuart. 

 After James V’s death in 1542, “the considerate foresaw a tempest overhanging 

Scotland, dark and gloomy beyond conception.”48 This tempest comes at a time of trouble in the 

country. Although “differences about religion [have been] repressed by fear during the king’s 

life, [they are] ready to break out.”49 Much like in Knox, a dramatic weather event is an omen of 

future misfortune. In this case, the tempest is connected to Mary Stuart’s mother, Marie de 

Guise. Upon her first arrival in Scotland, Marie de Guise is immediately linked to the 

commencement of exile and burnings of Lutherans in Scotland.50  Aside from this subtle 

accusation, however, she is barely mentioned until James’ death. After she is widowed, she is 

portrayed by Buchanan as a powerful and competent yet tyrannical ruler. She is attacked both 

indirectly and directly through varying methods of criticism. 
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 Buchanan favours indirect attacks in his judgment of Marie. She is first targeted 

through her treatment of others. An earl who hopes to marry Marie is manipulated into 

supporting Marie and Cardinal Beaton, Marie’s closest advisor, in return for promises of a 

successful courtship.51 Yet, he is “fraudulently dealt with” and privately and secretly undermined 

at court by both Marie and her confidant.52 Other courtiers are similarly manipulated into 

supporting Marie against Mary Stuart’s first regent, the Earl of Arran.53 Marie also demonstrates 

tyrannical qualities in the treatment of matters of religion: Protestants are unfairly tried and 

martyred due to her influence.54 Marie de Guise is seen in both of these situations as a 

manipulative, dissimulating and cruel woman, traits which mark her as a feminine tyrant.55 

 Marie de Guise’s tyrannical character also has a negative influence on the court. After 

James’ death, it becomes “dissolved in luxury and lasciviousness,” and the courtiers’ time is 

spent watching plays and tournaments, feasting, and attending balls and masquerades.56 Much 

like Knox, Buchanan detests this kind of entertainment. Yet, there is a reason for such excessive 

diversion. The influence of the French court has resulted in frivolity.57 Idleness compounds this 

frivolity and results in whoredom and adultery. These are also attributed subtly to Marie.58 Such 

wickedness cannot be reclaimed even by the “excellent sermons” of John Knox, Buchanan 

laments.59 Buchanan thus connects Frenchness to Catholicism – even Knox’s strident 

Protestantism cannot sway Marie from Catholic worship and the corruption of the Church. Marie 

thus poisons both the Scottish people and the Scottish court with her Catholic, French, 
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tyrannical, and feminine presence, reinforcing the concept that monarchs had the ability to 

corrupt their courts.60 

 Buchanan examines Marie de Guise’s Frenchness more fully. He suggests that “she 

being a foreigner, sought to bring all things into the power of her own country-men.”61 As 

suggested by both Louise Olga Fradenburg and Rachel Gibbons, it was politically convenient to 

blame foreign or foreign-influenced queens for the issues that a country was experiencing.62 

Marie’s status as a foreign queen is yet again used to disparage her and to call her actions into 

question. Yet, Marie’s attempts to implement French policy were unsuccessful as a result of 

chronic underfunding from France, though she experienced success in endeavours such as 

banishing Knox for several years.63 Ties to France are unacceptable due to Catholicism. They are 

also unacceptable because of France’s tyranny and Marie’s reciprocal relationship with her 

country of origin: “in case the queen died without issue, the French would then make 

[Edinburgh] the seat of their tyranny.”64 The French are thus associated with tyrannical 

behaviour. Marie would also engage in war with England based on the desires of the French 

king. Here, Buchanan depicts France as a direct threat to Scottish sovereignty, much as 

pamphleteers had used the threat of Spain in England during Mary Tudor’s reign.65 Xenophobia 

is apparent in Buchanan’s writing, as it is in Knox’s, despite the years that Buchanan spent in 

France. Marie’s relationship with her French family is also an issue: the power of the Guises 

within both the French and Scottish courts was “suspected by the wise [and] intolerable to all.”66 

Buchanan’s warnings of the French are placed in his narrative to a certain effect: in the last year 
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of Marie’s regency, French soldiers cruelly raze Scottish villages to the ground and do “what 

mischief they c[an].”67 Yet, England and Scotland work together against the tyrannous French 

Marie. In Buchanan’s narrative, Marie is without any support from the Scots – a suggestion that 

is wildly inaccurate.68 

 As a woman who is both French and Catholic, Marie represents a triple threat to 

Buchanan’s Reformed Scotland. Her femininity and French connections have been discussed, 

but her Catholicism is also problematic. It is primarily an issue because of her secret support of 

the “papists,” despite promises of neutrality.69 In the later years of her regency, Marie’s 

government did, in fact, take a hard line on Protestant practice as a result of national and 

international conflict related to the Reformation in Europe and to the non-Catholic Elizabeth 

Tudor’s accession to the throne of England. This policy also supported the Guise family’s French 

interests in Scotland through the Auld Alliance and Mary’s betrothal to the dauphin of France, 

emphasizing Buchanan’s concerns.70 More assertive Catholic-French policies were necessary to 

pursue Guise interests after Mary Tudor’s death and Elizabeth’s accession to the English throne. 

They were equally necessary after the attempt to depose Marie in 1559. 

 Marie’s support of Catholicism and her attacks on Protestantism are attached to her 

tyranny. Other tyrannical actions include the institution of taxes and unnecessarily severe 

punishments for law-breakers such as fines and banishment.71 Despite these measures, Scotland 

under Marie was rife with lawlessness and disorder.72 Her reaction to a rash of assaults against 

various monasteries by the poor is perhaps most indicative of her tyranny as related to Catholic 
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interests: “When the news of this came to the queen, with some exaggerations, they so enflamed 

her lofty spirit, that she swore she would expiate this nefarious wickedness with the blood of the 

citizens, and with the burning of the city.”73 Such irrational overreaction and fury are evidence of 

French, tyrannical, and feminine behaviour.74 Yet, “the assertors of the Reformation […] desired 

[…] only to defend themselves,” further highlighting Marie’s tyranny.75 Marie’s actions stem 

from fear of sedition and result in her public condemnation.76 Nevertheless, they categorize her 

as a typical tyrant. Marie’s behaviour is thus subtly compared to the behaviour of earlier 

tyrannical Scottish kings. 

 Buchanan also attacks Marie de Guise through direct forms of criticism. Buchanan 

states that “those who knew her heart [knew that she was] joyous in public calamity.”77 She also 

desired war and “would not suffer the majesty of government to be debased [by the Reformers], 

but would restore it to its ancient glory.”78 Marie refuses to keep her promises of religious 

freedom to the Reformers and then pretends that she has.79 Finally, she attempts to usurp regency 

continuously prior to attaining success in 1554, demonstrating unladylike ambition and greed for 

power.80 Contemporaries believed that deviant gender behaviour could justify deposition, as 

could complaints of mismanagement.81 Yet, this “desire to attain supreme power” despite her sex 

is at least in part since it is “freely thrown upon her” by Mary’s indolent regent, the Earl of 

Arran.82 Despite her ambition, Marie is placed in this position through the machinations of 
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others. Buchanan details this possibly to detract from Marie’s agency and perhaps to partially 

excuse her from her actions. He was, after all, part of her court for many years and appears to 

have held a grudging respect for her.  

 Buchanan does attribute certain virtues to Marie, even though he describes her in a 

primarily negative light. She is a “politic lady” and has the awareness necessary to obtain favours 

from the king of France.83 She also “applie[s] herself to rectify the disorders of the state” as a 

vigilant, intent leader.84 Yet, compliments such as these are rare and interspersed between 

adverse descriptions. Inevitably, Buchanan returns to Marie’s tyranny through her plan to 

“deprive the Scots of their ancient liberty, and to bring them a-la-mode de France.”85 Therefore, 

she intends to deliver Scotland to her daughter and her son-in-law in order to expand their 

dynasty. She thus prioritizes her own dynastic interests at the cost of Scotland’s well-being and 

independence, legitimizing the Scottish people’s xenophobia. Again, the spectre of the foreign 

queen is apparent.86 

 The 1559 truce between Marie de Guise and the Protestant elite stated that no man 

should be compelled in matters of religion. Marie’s dismissive treatment of the pact and 

harassment of the commonalty resulted in irritation with the queen-regent. She reacted to this 

irritation by influencing the dissemination of false reports on the state of Scotland, which 

specified that religion was simply a pretense for open rebellion.87 Along with falsified letters to 

Scottish nobles, this action further signifies Marie’s manipulative, tyrannical, and feminine 

nature.88 When a queen’s power was independent from a king’s or a charge’s and no longer 
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docile it was often perceived negatively. Many thought that Marie held too much power since her 

charge was a grown woman. Although she most certainly kept in contact with her daughter, 

many of Marie’s orders were her own, not direct from Mary Stuart. Thus, Marie’s power had 

attained an unacceptable level of independence. 

 Despite Buchanan’s assertion of the queen-regent’s tyranny, his commentary on her 

death is the most balanced part of his characterization. Her death  

variously affected the minds of men […] [she had] singular wit […] [a] mind very propense to equity, she had 

quieted the fiercest Highlanders […] by her wisdom of valour; some believed that she would never have had any 

war with the Scots, if she had been left free to her own disposition; for she so accommodated herself to their 

manners, that she seemed able to accomplish all things without force: But the misery was, though the name of 

governess resided in her, neither did she want virtues worthy of so great a dignity, yet she did, as it were, rule 

precariously.89 

 

Subsequent to this description, however, he labels her as being “inconstant in keeping promises” 

and “dissimulating.”90 This description, along with her “impiety,” “implacable rage,” “fierceness 

of anger,” and “lofty spirit” are mirrored in Buchanan’s description of Mary Stuart’s tyranny and 

all represent traits which make both women unsuitable to rule.91 He suggests that Marie de Guise 

functions as a foreshadowing of Mary Stuart’s character: “all the regent’s words […] tended only 

to tyranny,” as do Mary’s.92 Buchanan, like Knox, has therefore set Marie de Guise up as her 

daughter’s behavioural predecessor. Yet, Buchanan’s tribute implies that Marie was caught 

between two countries and that her actions resulted from this difficult position. As suggested 

above, the author appears to bear grudging respect for his old employer. His respect is due 

mainly to Marie’s interest in Scotland and her impressive royal presence.93 Mary Stuart does not 
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benefit from the same excuse for her actions or the same respect from Buchanan. 

 After the deaths of Marie de Guise and Francis II in 1560, Mary Stuart returned to 

Scotland from France, where she had become accustomed to the manner of the French court. 

Upon her arrival in Scotland, Buchanan notes her “false disguise of virtue,” which represents the 

“similitude of something worthy.”94 As demonstrated by his early poetry, Buchanan felt more 

kindly about Mary when she first arrived, though he certainly believed his own negative 

descriptions years later as he was writing the History.95 It is possible that these descriptions did 

not constitute his first impression of the queen since he worked in her court for an extended 

period of time. Many felt that Mary’s young age would be “easily mended” of the corruption that 

her character had experienced in France.96 

 Buchanan is forthcoming in his direct attacks on Mary Stuart unlike in his discussion of 

Marie de Guise. His repeated complaints against the Scottish queen are varied: she consistently 

pushes the constraints of religious agreements, she is skilled at hiding her emotions (a womanly 

characteristic and here perceived negatively), she makes a career in tyranny, she participates in 

vain courtly magnificence….97 The list goes on. Each complaint about Mary’s character is 

connected in some way to contemporary literature on queenship: her feminine traits, particularly 

her ability to manipulate, make her unsuitable to rule.98 While most of these grievances function 

as simple character attacks and assassinations, some of them are more important within the 

context of the Reformation, the religious troubles that Scotland was experiencing, and sixteenth-

century attitudes towards queens in general. 
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 Mary’s use of “instruments for disorderly actions,” for example, suggests that she is 

bringing the country to chaos, the opposite of what a good ruler should do. Earlier kings had left 

the country “in tranquility.”99 Similarly, she has certain character flaws which make her a poor 

ruler. These negative attributes include licentiousness, again a common trope, which casts 

suspicion on the paternity of her son and any future children.100 She also has a predisposition 

towards feminine rage from her mother, which suggests that she will not be able to rule fairly, 

and an “eagerness for revenge,” which implies childishness and wrath.101 Together, the traits 

suggest that Mary has a tyrannical and feminine personality unfit to rule. 

 After his discussion of Mary’s character, Buchanan discusses actions and events that 

make her a disreputable ruler. Many of these actions and events revolve around her treatment of 

people, and Buchanan uses methods of indirect criticism to emphasize them. Her excessive 

familiarity with court favourite David Riccio, for example, is suggestive of an adulterous 

relationship. The charge of adultery against queens was common and demonstrated the queen’s 

blatant disregard of her husband.102 Successful marital life involved peaceful coexistence 

between husband and wife, where the woman submitted to the man. When the woman refused to 

submit or insisted on performing masculine roles, gender roles were inverted, and the social 

hierarchy was subverted.103 This was the case with Mary and Darnley: aside from refusing him 

the full powers of a king, Mary also allegedly pursued an adulterous relationship. Buchanan 

offers the re-telling of an incident during Mary’s pregnancy when Henry Darnley attempted to 

enter Riccio’s rooms where Mary was spending time and was locked out.104 Buchanan falsifies 
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episodes such as this to emphasize Mary’s indecency and most likely Darnley’s impotence.105 

She is an unruly queen, he a weak king: always a recipe for disaster.106 Imagined episodes are 

combined with more realistic scenarios that are described in more than one source. Whether this 

story was entirely true is not important; what is important is Buchanan’s focus on the unseen 

versus the seen, his potential manipulation of the scene and, indeed, the episode’s addition to the 

History.107  

 Buchanan also emphasizes Mary’s treatment of Darnley during their marriage. Well-

functioning rulership was perceived as including both a king and a queen, both masculine and 

feminine traits.108 Kingly actions included leadership, prowess on the battlefield, integrity, 

equity, the defence of the kingdom, and provision of justice, while queenly actions included 

peacemaking and reconciliation.109 Yet, Mary’s marriage to Darnley did not function as such. 

Unlike strong queens such as Isabeau of Bavaria (1370-1435), Philippa of Hainault (1313-1369) 

and Isabel of Castile (1451-1504), Mary did not bolster her husband’s masculinity as a foil for 

her own political actions.110 Not only does she appear to prefer Riccio over her husband, but she 

actively ignores Darnley. She asks the nobility to ignore him at events as well, and the nobility 

does this with pleasure – Darnley is widely disliked.111 His alleged part in Riccio’s murder 

emphasizes his tyrannical nature. Therefore, Mary is not only guilty of tyranny but has married a 

man with tyrannical traits. This demonstrates her poor judgment. Nevertheless, her treatment of 

Darnley emphasizes her fickle affection, her inversion of gender norms, her overpowering lust 
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for Bothwell, and her guilt in Darnley’s future murder.112 All of these elements serve to further 

emphasize her tyrannical, feminine nature. 

 Perhaps even more shocking than these accusations is Buchanan’s detailed version of 

Mary’s attempts at killing Darnley after Riccio’s murder.113 First, she dissimulates by pretending 

to forgive him, thus mirroring Buchanan’s earlier warnings about her personality. She then 

actively plots his murder.114 Indeed, Buchanan’s Mary is so devastated by Riccio’s murder that 

rationality leaves her, and she “contrive[s] nothing else in her mind, but how to dispatch him 

[Darnley] out of the world at once.”115 As is Buchanan’s purpose, this emphasizes both Mary’s 

stereotypical femininity, represented by her irrational mind, and her tyrannical nature as 

illustrated by her unreasonable desire to kill her own husband. Again, the trope of the husband-

murdering queen is apparent.116 In conjunction with her ill-suited personality, and through the 

use of propagandistic tools such as comparison with earlier monarchs and both direct and 

indirect character defamation, Buchanan creates a convincing argument against the reinstatement 

of Mary. 

 In support of the post-Marian regime under James VI’s regents, Buchanan adds an 

interesting warning to his work. He suggests the “dangers […] that would arise from the 

government of a boy” or young king, thus implying the dangers of James VI’s potentially young 

rule. This was a common concern in early modern Europe.117 He is placing himself firmly in 

support of a regent for the young king: the “next in kin who appeared best qualified for 

managing the affairs of the realm should be advanced to the chief government.”118 In fact, he 
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retains a strong focus on regency, therefore further emphasizing his support of James’ regents. 

He also warns James that a “premature desire for the crown” would lead to ruin, as it had for 

earlier kings, and he tutors James to embody severe and selfless morality in opposition to his 

mother. Yet, Buchanan did not only tutor James through his writing – he was an appointed tutor 

in the king’s household.119 

 Buchanan’s History of Scotland offers a successful, political theory of government 

based on history and natural law.120 It fulfills several purposes: to present a negative portrait of 

Mary Stuart, to ensure her continued captivity and potential execution, and to ensure the success 

of James VI’s regents. It also seeks to educate James in the manner of his rule: to be just and 

moderate.121 Through the categorization of ancient and medieval monarchs as either good or 

poor rulers, and through his association of Mary with her ancestors, Buchanan makes a strong 

argument for elective monarchy. 

 Both Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart are attacked both directly and indirectly: Marie is 

targeted primarily through indirect attacks, whereas Mary’s reputation is assaulted directly. Like 

in Knox, both direct and indirect attacks on Marie are used as indirect attacks on Mary: 

Buchanan emphasizes that Mary is truly her mother’s daughter in terms of personality and 

behaviour. Buchanan’s attacks focus directly on feminine and tyrannical behaviour. Good queens 

were faithful wives (even after their husbands’ deaths) and fertile mothers, a woman’s cardinal 

virtue; bad queens were frivolous, indulgent in luxury, lustful, unfaithful, did not bear many 

children, pretended submissiveness, disrespected gendered boundaries, and were incapable of 
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moral rule.122 Above all, an appropriate level of sexual activity was to be maintained.123 A queen 

needed to bear children, but was otherwise meant to remain chaste. Based on the above 

stipulations, both Marie and Mary are bad queens. Indirectly, Buchanan’s attacks focus on 

comparison to historical examples of monarchs, Catholicism, Frenchness, disparagement of 

supporters, and treatment of others. It should be noted that Buchanan, whose writing is primarily 

political, does not overtly push a Protestant agenda. Nevertheless, he does make subtle remarks 

on religion throughout his History. 

 Buchanan’s work has had a critical significance in the development of Scottish civic 

discourse.124 His Calvinist and neo-scholastic resistance theory has had a vast influence on 

European politics on an international scale. In particular, his History has been edited and 

reshaped for a variety of political purposes despite his use of polemical arguments and wild 

inaccuracies.125 In the end, Buchanan was successful in his purpose: to make Mary into a tyrant, 

to justify her overthrow, and to prevent her reinstatement.126 The analysis of his History offers a 

Protestant/political/secular perspective on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 
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Chapter 4: Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie and his Historie and Cronicles 

 

Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie (c. 1532- c. 1586) was a moderate Reformer who lived in Fife. Little 

is known of the author of the Historie and Cronicles, but he does appear in court documents on 

occasion, and he lived in a neighbourhood constituted of landed men who were interested in 

collecting and recording history.1 Though he does not seem to have been college-educated like 

the other three authors discussed in this paper, he had a passable knowledge of Latin. His writing 

retains moral and religious aspects of Scottish humanism.2 Unlike Knox, Buchanan, and Lesley, 

his work was written for fellow countrymen of all classes and lacks a sense of thematic unity as a 

result.3 

Most of what is known about Lindsay is from personal references in the Historie. Much 

of his work is related to his ancestry, and this is where his tracts are extensive and detailed.4 Yet, 

he does not focus only on ancestral anecdotes: religious and political thought are also apparent in 

his writing. His cousin Patrick was a friend of John Knox, and perhaps partly as a result 

Lindsay’s writing is anti-Marian.5 Lindsay was also obviously a Protestant, however, and his 

religion necessitated his stance on Mary Stuart, the Catholic Queen. 

Unlike Knox and Buchanan, Lindsay did not have direct contact with the Scottish court 

under Marie de Guise or Mary Stuart. Instead, he gathered information from fellow Fife men 
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who spent time in other parts of Scotland and abroad.6 Lindsay uses sources from family 

members to inform his Historie. He has subsumed these oral and written sources under the title 

of his own work.7 As such, Lindsay’s work includes details that are not available elsewhere.8 

Although not necessarily paid for by patrons, the Historie and Cronicles was written for Robert 

Stuart, Bishop of Caithness and John Stuart, Earl of Athole, the latter of whom was both royal 

and a relation of Lindsay’s.9 

The Historie and Cronicles is an extremely detailed continuation of Boece and 

Bellenden. Like their work, it represents a mix between the verifiable and the legendary.10 It was 

written in the vernacular between 1576 and 1579, and its contents suggest that the author kept up 

to date with contemporary literature and histories.11 It would also be logical to assume that 

Lindsay had either read parts of Knox’s History or attended Knox’s sermons. At the very least, 

Lindsay would have been introduced to Knox’s ideas through his cousin, and he would have read 

parts of Buchanan’s earlier works. Lindsay also lists John Mair as an influence, and some of 

Mair’s ideas, such as the popularized sixteenth-century theory of resistance to tyranny, appear in 

Lindsay’s writing.12 

Lindsay’s work can be separated into three parts: 1436-1460, which is a nearly direct 

translation of Boece, 1460-1542, which Lindsay compiled independently from other sources, and 

1542-1575, which Lindsay writes as a contemporary in the brief style of an annalist.13 Primarily, 

Lindsay uses indirect attacks against Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. He focuses on their 
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Catholicism, their Frenchness, their tyranny, and their femininity in relation to their immorality. 

The author does this through comparison to earlier monarchs, who are hereditary predecessors 

for the two queens, as well as the disparagement of policies and supporters. Although Lindsay 

makes considerable use of indirect attacks, he also uses direct attacks on Marie’s and Mary’s 

characters. His Historie offers a moderate Protestant/political/religious perspective on Marie de 

Guise and Mary Stuart. 

 Lindsay’s history begins with examples of good and poor rulers, who are indirectly 

compared to Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. Their descriptions thus function as indirect 

criticism of the two queens. His narrative begins with the death of James I (1394-1437). Scotland 

“began to rage in mischeiffe and lust,” due to lack of punishment under the regency of Joan 

Beaufort (c. 1404-1445), James’ widowed queen.14 Again, the stereotypical bad queen has 

corrupted her court.15 The state of Scotland demonstrates Joan’s feminine influence. The queen 

mother “verray craiftelie dissembled” and stole her son, James II, away from the Chancellor, 

who was tyrannous and had an evil will.16 Yet, this tyrannous man was clearly preferable to a 

ruling woman. Joan is represented as having negative feminine characteristics, even in this 

exceedingly short description.17 Lindsay pays attention to both male and female rulers, unlike 

Buchanan, who perceives of female regents as an afterthought. Joan is the first such example of a 

poor ruler, female or otherwise.18 Her position as the first example of a tyrannical, feminine ruler 

establishes Lindsay’s framework for indirect criticism against Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 

 The marriages of James I’s daughters are described in a series of alliances, followed by 
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James II’s marriage to Mary of Guelders (1434-1463).19 Mary of Guelders is described as a 

“gentill woman [who] was grantit glaidlie and honourabillie conevoyit” and as “ane woman of 

excellent spirit callit the maiden of France.”20 Marriage politics clearly have a place in Lindsay’s 

writing, much like that of John Knox and George Buchanan. Lindsay’s opinion changes over the 

course of Mary of Guelder’s regency: she was at first wise and virtuous, but then abandoned 

herself to lechery, fornication, and adultery after her husband’s death.21 Furthermore, 

 
In tymes bygaine presentlie and to cum quhair weomen hes over mekill of thair awin will but correctioun or guid 

caunsall garris thame oftymes fall frome god and tyne the hartis of thair but lowearis to thair awin gret schame 

and turpitude as did this queine for quhair scho fell in licherie as I have shawin to zow befoir, scho tint the hairtis 

of the nobillietie and all the commonis quhairfoir scho was deposit of hir government and schortlie heirefter scho 

tuik displeasour and departit as I have shawin to zow. Thairfoir god gif all quenis that bearis authoritie graice to 

knaw god and to wnderstand that licherie and wenus lyfe hes oft tymes a evill end.22 

 

Like Joan and so many other queens, Mary of Guelders has corrupted the laity. Lindsay’s 

description of Mary of Guelders’ supposed lechery sets a precedent for female regents. A second 

function is also apparent: the last few sentences of this passage provide advice to present and 

future queens and kings, which might suggest Lindsay’s acceptance of female rule. Lindsay 

suggests that they be faithful to God and that they refrain from immoral action. The author uses 

Mary of Guelders’ death to emphasize the dangers of unladylike, and indeed, sinful behaviour. 

This advice is almost certainly directed at Mary Stuart.23 

 Margaret Tudor is the only female regent who is described in a positive light by Lindsay. 
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Unlike the headstrong and stereotypically feminine and tyrannical Joan Beaufort and Mary of 

Guelders, Margaret is appropriately pious and takes the advice of her advisors in terms of re-

marriage and rule.24 She behaves as a woman is expected to behave and represents Lindsay’s 

sole example of a good queen. Aside from being fertile, a good queen was also stereotypically 

chaste, knowledgeable, merciful, moderate, modest, graceful, and delicate in her actions and 

words.25 She also demonstrated virtuous action at all times, and she displayed intelligence, spirit, 

and wisdom, though not excessively.26 She could express herself, but she also knew her place.27 

Her powers included wifehood, motherhood, tutoring her children, pious Christianity, sexual 

performance in the marriage bed, intercession, patronizing the arts, maintaining a relationship 

with her birth family, and maintaining a network of connections to elite women that extended 

throughout the kingdom.28 As such, most of her operational power existed within the contexts of 

marriage, motherhood, and kinship.29 Unfortunately, Margaret’s guidance and status as a good 

queen is insufficient to tame her son: when James V takes over from his mother he, too, 

abandons himself to “hurdome and harlotrie.”30 James’ failures complete Lindsay’s set of 

warnings for immoral, feminine, and irresponsible monarchs. Marie de Guise’s reign is set 

against the background of these regents and monarchs, and she is not seen in a particularly 

favourable light. 

 Lindsay uses both direct and indirect methods of criticism against Marie de Guise and 

Mary Stuart. Like Knox and Buchanan, he is obviously anti-Marian, and this is demonstrated by 
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his treatment of the queen-regent, who again is perceived as Mary’s behavioural predecessor. 

She is introduced thus: 

queine Regent 

Reft frome the Duik the authoritie 

quhair of money of Scotland war nocht content 

knawin of wemen the facultie 

That thay ar nocht constant in thair qualities 

Thairfore thay ar nocht abill to reule a regioun 

nor of ane cuntrie to have dominioun.31 

 

Several obvious conclusions can be made about this short verse: Marie de Guise is perceived as 

an aggressive regent with whom the country is unhappy; this unhappiness is due at least in part 

to Marie’s gender; women are perceived negatively due to their inconstancy; and women should 

not be in charge of a region, let alone an entire country. Lindsay lives up to the misogynist 

expectations and ideals of his generation, as found in England, Scotland, and elsewhere in 

Europe.32  

 Yet Marie de Guise is not described negatively from the beginning of her stay in Scotland 

and prior to her regency. Upon arrival, she tells James V that she has never seen so many good 

faces as she does in Scotland and that she was taught in France to think of Scotland as a 

barbarous and destitute country.33 This is the first example of anti-French bias in Lindsay’s 

writing: the French have influenced Marie de Guise against Scotland. Further French influence is 

unwelcome. Lindsay thus displays the same xenophobia as Knox and Buchanan, popular in 

courts across Europe.34 James V is happy with his new bride at first, but later surrenders his body 

to harlotry. He also celebrates papistry, refusing to allow “the worde of god to have frie passage 
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in his realme.”35 Marie’s husband and Mary’s father is thus both immoral and strongly Catholic, 

tying the three rulers together. Mary Stuart is born, and James dies shortly after, leaving Scotland 

in the care of his queen.  

 Marie de Guise is no Margaret Tudor. Lindsay begins his direct attacks against her 

through a discussion of her treatment of others. She treats her suitors with malice and her 

religious enemies with brutality. Lindsay examines Marie’s treatment of two courtiers, who are 

both interested in marrying her. Unlike a godly woman, she manipulates both men and bends 

them to her will.36 Thus, she engages in immorality and trickery, laying a foundation for 

feminine, tyrannical rule.37 Along with her conduct towards these men, she “hastalie and 

crewallie persecutit him [George Wishart (c. 1513-1546), a Protestant preacher] into the death,” 

further emphasizing her cruelty and tyranny as well as her Catholicism.38 Wishart became a 

martyr to the Protestant cause, and Marie’s role in his death further vilified her in Protestant 

culture and literature. Her treatment of the Scots is therefore unfair and cruel. 

 Lindsay’s narrative is not always damaging to Marie. After returning to Scotland from 

France in 1551, Marie requests regency of the country. She has observed poor guidance by the 

regent, the Earl of Arran: “scho saw nothing but avarice and gredienes in the place of Iustice, nor 

nothing sought ffor weillfair of the realme nor for the profit of hir dochter.”39 This is a 

surprisingly positive description of the queen-regent’s logic and decision process, considering 

Lindsay’s distrust of her government and advisors. 
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Upon attaining regency, Marie replaces Arran’s governmental officers and banishes 

“honest [Protestant] men” from the realm.40 Her “evill government and evill consall” are 

therefore further examples of her Catholicism and tyranny.41 Lindsay suggests that much of 

Marie de Guise’s government is based on her hatred of the English and love of the French 

instead of on her desire to aid Scotland.42 This, too, had been the reason for Marie’s wish to send 

Mary to France in 1548.43 In reality, Marie had been afraid that an alliance with England would 

end positive relations with France and result in the subordination of Scotland. By this point, 

Scotland was at war with the English, who wanted to capture Mary in order to secure English 

overlordship of Scotland, further compounding her fears. Nevertheless, Lindsay connects her 

love of her native home to her actions both before and during her regency. 

 Lindsay continues his negative portrayal of Marie by telling his audience that “the queen 

gif sic giftis of gould and sillier amang the lordis that scho drew the maist part of thame to hir 

effect,” and “[b]e hir fair wayis and subtill words scho brocht [them] to hir purpois.”44 Therefore, 

she manipulates the lords with material gain or her femininity instead of winning them over by 

honest means such as good governance and fair policies.45 The queen’s official role in the 

cultural and social life of the country was based on patronage, power and influence.46 This role 

necessitated the exercise of power and as a result, caused distortion in the expected behaviour of 

queens. As a queen-regent, Marie was particularly expected to engage in this kind of patronage, 

but Lindsay manipulates her actions into pure bribery. Lindsay mourns that he “can nocht tell at 
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this present nothing bot godis ire and wraith to fall wpoun that realme that wantis ane goode man 

and wittie to governe it and syne gif woman the gowerment off the same as ye will knaw 

heirefter” in reaction to Marie’s government and policies.47 Her Catholicism, tyranny, and 

femininity prevent her from being a good ruler. God’s wrath is apparent, just as it had been in 

England under Mary Tudor.48 

 Lindsay furthers his depiction of Marie as a manipulative, tyrannical woman in his 

discussion of parliamentary meetings. He accomplishes this through the suggestion that “the 

quene and the largie war movit so at the protestantis that they brak thair promises to thame and 

keipit never ane worde thairof.”49 Therefore, Marie de Guise refuses to keep her promises to the 

people of Scotland, something that Lindsay clearly takes issue with. Here, the nationalist and 

religious appeal of revolt against Marie de Guise becomes clear: her Catholic-French policies 

and her refusal to treat the Scottish Protestants with honesty and respect reinforce Marie’s 

inability to rule justly.50 For the Protestants, it is her religious stance that invites revolt, whereas, 

for the Scottish people in general, it is her prioritization of France: the stereotypical behaviours 

of the foreign queen are again apparent.51 It should be noted that, although Lindsay does not 

focus on tyranny with the same intensity that Knox and Buchanan do, it has obviously become a 

theme in anti-Marian literature. 

 Lindsay’s indirect criticism against Marie de Guise extends to disparagement of 

supporters, including the Hamiltons, Cardinal Beaton, and the king of France. Like Buchanan, 

for example, he targets Mary’s supporters by calling them tyrants, cruel murderers, and traitors.52 
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He also suggests that Cardinal Beaton is power-hungry and that this is why the cardinal supports 

Marie de Guise. He is “wicked and ungodly,” as well as “inflammit witht furieous burning ire,” 

signifying his immoral and feminine nature.53 Upon Beaton’s death, Lindsay sympathizes with 

the cardinal’s killers, reinforcing his own Protestant stance.54 Lindsay’s frustration with the 

behaviour of the lords and the French king is also apparent: “lordis quhilk heistelie and rashlie 

lyk febill furllis and vnworthie corrupted beistis aluered and flatterit and corruptit be the quein 

and the king of frances money nocht knawand the common weill of thair cuntrie […],” he 

fumes.55 Marie is also mentioned: she has corrupted the lords with flattery, emphasizing her use 

of feminine wiles and underlining her tyranny.56 

 Marie’s relationship to the king of France is problematic in other ways as well. 

According to Lindsay, Marie engages in war with England at the whim of the king: both Marie 

and the king demonstrate tyranny.57 Marie thus prioritizes France over her duty to her country, 

much like the stereotypical foreign queen.58 This relationship is also demonstrated by the support 

that the French king sends Marie after her agreement with the Protestant elite: “Bot fre tyme the 

queen had remanit thrie or foure dayis scho brak his promise to the congregatioun, ffor she 

caussit the frenchemen to come in to the toun quho perturbit and spoillzeit the same.”59 The 

“quene and the frenchemen […] did great harme and distructioun.”60 Here, like in Knox and 

Buchanan, Lindsay suggests that the French are the enemy, further darkening Marie’s association 

with them. 
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 Lindsay also targets Marie using indirect methods of criticism. The author employs 

positive commentary on the queen-regent’s political enemies and negative commentary on 

contemporaries to assert his opinion. John Knox, for example, is labelled a “true preacher of 

Christ” and a “trew feirar of Chrystis evangell in all the proces of his lyff.”61 Thus, Lindsay 

validates Knox’s stance against the queen-regent and most likely against Mary Stuart. On the 

other hand, Mary Tudor is called that “wicked queen” in another section of the Historie.62 Based 

on Lindsay’s knowledge of Knox, it is indeed possible that Lindsay forges a connection between 

Mary Tudor and Marie de Guise. Both women are Catholic queens who are ruling at the same 

time. By doing so, he strengthens his negative assertions about Marie by providing negative 

descriptions of Mary Tudor. Like Marie, Mary Tudor is a Catholic, tyrannical queen and is a 

poor ruler. 

 To Lindsay, the queen-regent is an example that her daughter should not follow: as in 

Knox and Buchanan, Marie de Guise is a behavioural predecessor to her daughter. The two share 

many feminine traits such as cruelty, manipulativeness, and tyranny.63 While other poor 

monarchs are also discussed in indirect criticism of Mary Stuart, Marie in specific is discussed in 

detail. Surprisingly little is made of the queen-regent’s death, considering the amount of time that 

Lindsay has spent discussing her regency. She dies “for werie displeasur because hir lordis raise 

agains hir.”64 This is perhaps a final reminder to the reader of Marie’s failures: she has corrupted 

and manipulated, but her French-Catholic policies have failed, and she is remembered primarily 

as an unsuccessful regent. 
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 Lindsay’s discussion of Mary Stuart begins with her arrival in Edinburgh. Upon her 

husband the dauphin’s death, “the quens grace maid hir entrese at Edinburgh and the lyk was not 

sene befoir.”65 Lindsay approaches his discussion of Mary through indirect attacks focused on 

her friends and family. Yet, Lindsay is not wholly negative towards them. Instead, he 

manipulates his audience through insinuation. Though he does not comment negatively on the 

presence of a young man in Mary’s bed, for example, the episode is included in his narrative.66 

The young man is the same one mentioned in both Knox and Buchanan: he and Mary are 

inappropriately familiar, according to all three sources, and this is an early example of Mary’s 

supposed promiscuity. Although the young man was removed from her rooms and ultimately 

killed, Mary’s sexual conduct is subtly called into question in order to reinforce her feminine 

traits and inability to rule.67  

 Mary’s other friends are treated with respect, despite her insistence on filling Scottish 

posts with French and French-friendly men and women.68 David Riccio, for example, is “ane 

wyse man and weill besine and was ane good musicenar.”69 No anti-foreigner bias is apparent 

here, and his death is treated with neutrality. Lindsay suggests that Riccio was meant to be 

imprisoned and not killed but notes that Mary’s husband Darnley is by proclamation not to be 

associated with Riccio’s murder in any way.70 This commentary serves the functions of subtly 

reminding the reader of Mary’s association with Riccio’s supposed murderer and reminding the 

audience of her political impotence in terms of Darnley’s punishment.  

 A large part of Lindsay’s narrative focuses on Mary’s role in Darnley’s murder, 
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reinforcing the concept of Mary as a husband murderer.71 The author uses indirect attacks in the 

form of insinuation to suggest his belief in her guilt. Lindsay is careful to place Mary in her own 

bed at the time of Darnley’s murder.72 Yet, he also mentions painted script on a kirk door reading 

“the quenis grace and the erle bothwell sould be the causeris of the kingis deid.”73 Lindsay’s 

discussion of the treasonous graffiti suggests his belief that the queen was indeed a guilty party 

in Darnley’s murder. It also suggests a belief that she was in league with Bothwell. Bothwell 

“partit witht his wyff for quhat caus ze may judge heireftir,” further incriminating the association 

between the two supposedly guilty parties.74 Finally, Mary marries Bothwell, further 

emphasizing the likelihood of her complicity in Darnley’s murder. This is a surprisingly subtle 

way in which to posit Mary’s guilt. Lindsay is clearly equally as successful in his manipulation 

of the reader as Knox and Buchanan. 

 Soon after Mary’s decision to marry Bothwell, the Scottish nobles turned against her. Her 

Catholic supporters did not accept her Protestant marriage to Bothwell as legitimate, and both 

Catholics and Protestants were shocked that she would marry her second husband’s murderer. 

She is imprisoned at Lochleven, where she “consentit thairto and resegnit all richt that scho had 

to the crowne in favouris of hir sone the prince.”75 Here, Lindsay represents Mary as acting 

under her own volition. While this offers her agency, it also obscures the probable progression of 

events, including Mary’s forced abdication. This narrative prevents the reader from questioning 

the morality of the Protestant faction in controlling Mary’s actions. It also delegitimizes the 
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suggestion that Mary was illegally removed from the throne, as proposed by the pro-Marian 

faction. 

 Lindsay supports Mary’s son’s regent, the Earl of Moray (1531-1570), instead of Mary. 

The historian writes an exceptionally flattering description of Moray as regent in another method 

of indirect criticism against the deposed queen: “he causit iustice to be done,” is “verrie wyse 

and weill learned boyth in the law of god and ciwill ordour” and is “mentiner and furth settar and 

defender of the puise servandis of god […] maintined the trew kirk and glorie of god […] he 

lowit pace justice.”76 Lindsay insists further that “the regent of Scotland and his lordis justified 

thair caus so honestlie be iust ressonis and godlie proceidingis” and forms a negative comparison 

for Mary’s men and the current king’s detractors, who “war nocht to be commendit of thair fals 

alledgeance report quhilk was to thair awin schame and turpitude.”77 These immoral and ungodly 

supporters of the queen “favourit nocht the king nor common weill thairof” and knew despite 

their protests that Mary had given up her right to powerful though irresponsible governance.78 

They therefore merely wanted “to seik preheminence vnder the quenis pretence howbert thay 

desired nevir to sie hir in Scotland bot for evill.”79 Not only does Lindsay favourably discuss 

Mary’s opponents, therefore, but he also disparages her supporters through their alleged 

immorality and greed, the only reasons that they have continued to support her. 

 Moray’s regency is not without difficulty. After Mary flees to England, Lindsay drops all 

subtlety in his incrimination of her. Instead, he turns to direct methods of criticism such as 

character assassination: “the quein beand in Ingland at that tyme callit Maria quha was to be 
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accusit of the kingis slauchter and deid.”80 By this time in 1568, the Protestant elite were calling 

for Mary to be tried for her role in the murder of her former husband and for her alleged adultery 

with Bothwell. Sexual misconduct was perceived as damaging to the ability of both kings and 

queens to rule, but societies generally did not depose kings.81 Such misconduct involved a 

violation of the body politic and for queens was related to the possible production of illegitimate 

heirs.82 This breach of trust represented a violation of the social expectations of queenship as 

described above, especially in terms of gender deviance as represented by sexual deviance.83 The 

sexual lives of queens, therefore, were of particular interest to society, making women vulnerable 

to this aspect of scrutiny: Mary was particularly vulnerable because of her marriage to Bothwell. 

In response, Mary’s representatives accused the Protestants, Moray’s men, of forcing Mary’s 

abdication. Moray’s men answered that “thair pairt was honest godlie and just,” and that “we war 

not the occasioun of hir [Mary’s] depairture out of Scotland bot hir awin willfull 

misgovernance.”84 Lindsay’s representation of this conflict clearly places him in support of 

Moray’s men and in opposition to Mary’s. This stance was politically expedient to the success of 

the Reformation: if Mary’s deposition was deemed invalid, Moray and his successors would be 

merely usurpers instead of legitimate regents.85 

 Lindsay is now certain that Mary is guilty of conspiring with Bothwell and his men. He 

suggests that they saw her “declyne thairfra” and use her life shamefully, to her own dishonour 

and to the detriment of the commonwealth. She is also said to have treated Darnley poorly and to 

have deprived him of her company. Finally, she had him murdered “crewellie and schamefullie 
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under silence of nicht.” Furthermore, she wasted no time in marrying Darnley’s murderer “that 

all the warld mycht knaw that schoe was giltie of the said murthur because scho maid it manifest 

in so doing.”86 Far from being simply possible, Mary’s role as a husband murderer is clear and 

helps to emphasize her character as both tyrannical and feminine. 

This is perhaps the most direct form of criticism that Lindsay uses against Mary, and 

potentially the most important. By the time he had reached this point in his writing, Mary was 

safely in England, and the Casket Letters had been published in London to further discredit her. 

The Letters, which included poems and letters supposedly exchanged between Mary and 

Bothwell while both were married to other people, incriminated Mary in both adultery and the 

murder of Darnley. This information was most likely passed to Lindsay through his cousin or his 

“Fife men,” keeping him up to date on Mary’s imprisonment and the literature that was 

circulating at this time. He attempts to support the claims of the Moray’s men, who insist that the 

published documents are genuine and evidence of Mary’s guilt. 

 Lindsay’s narrative ends with Mary still imprisoned in England and surrounded by plots 

to replace Elizabeth Tudor as queen of England. In a warning to his readers, the historian states 

that “god will suffer sinneris for to ring in thair sinis quhill thay rwne to vtter condempnatioun 

than he vill strek the straik vpone thame.”87 Although not as religiously-focused as Knox, and 

despite being slower to erupt into polemic, Lindsay does use religious methods of persuasion 

such as weather events as negative signs from God and the “godliness” of men to determine their 

morality and worth.88 Like Buchanan, Lindsay also uses previous monarchs to demonstrate the 

qualities of good and bad kings in subtle comparisons to Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. He 
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also uses indirect methods of persuasion including disparagement of supporters and positive 

descriptions of enemies. Unlike Buchanan, however, Lindsay does not engage in discussion of 

previous philosophers. Instead, he mentions Boece and Bellenden, whose works he is attempting 

to continue. Over the course of analysis, therefore, his close association to these prior works and 

their purposes must be taken into consideration.  

 Previous scholars, such as Æneas Mackay, have called Lindsay “in the main, an honest 

chronicler.”89 Because of Lindsay’s purposes and biases, however, this statement must be 

questioned. Of course, the difference between honesty and accuracy is significant. Despite 

Lindsay’s notoriously confusing chronological inaccuracies, present earlier in his work, and his 

inability to confirm his sources, much of his analysis of his own period is surprisingly incisive. 

His work is, however, coloured by his uncritical belief in his sources and the prejudices of his 

religion.90 Lindsay has a penchant for moralizing that is reminiscent of Knox, without the same 

degree of vehemence. Perhaps more than any of the other historians, Lindsay focuses on Marie 

de Guise and her time as queen-regent at the cost of studying Mary Stuart in detail. By following 

the precedent laid out by Knox and Buchanan, Lindsay effectively represents Marie as Mary’s 

hereditary and behavioural predecessor through similar feminine and tyrannical characteristics 

such as manipulativeness and cruelty.  

 Lindsay was an unpolished writer and untrained historian, who nevertheless understood 

the value and continuity of history.91 As an outside observer, his history was popularized instead 

of strictly accurate. It was read as an entertaining contemporary narrative and is almost 
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untheoretical in comparison to other texts.92 Particularly during the last section of his narrative, 

Lindsay dispenses with his story-telling and emphasizes the moralizing tone of his writing.93 The 

author’s Protestant perspective is apparent in a number of ways, as detailed above. Support of the 

Reformation is therefore his primary focus in writing the Historie and Cronicles. Yet, he has 

other purposes as well: to record the history of his ancestors, to support Mary’s continued 

imprisonment, to encourage the concept of union with England, and to instruct James VI in his 

kingly duties. Despite his limited field of observation, therefore, his free criticism of the royal 

house combined with his sources result in a moderate narrative that finds its place in the 

spectrum of perspectives on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. An examination of his Historie 

offers a moderate Protestant/political/religious perspective on the two queens. 
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Chapter 5: John Lesley and his History of Scotland 

John Lesley (1527-1596) was a Catholic contemporary of Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay. As the 

Bishop of Ross, he worked for the Catholic Church. He also became a confidant of Mary Stuart 

during her reign in Scotland. The bishop was a learned man and was educated at the University 

of Aberdeen. After finishing his education in Scotland, he studied law in France and successfully 

became a doctor of civil and canon law.1 He compiled and published the first codification of 

Scottish law.2 Highly proficient in both French and Latin as well as Scots, Lesley was recalled to 

Scotland by Marie de Guise during her regency. He later represented Mary Stuart in hearings at 

York and Westminster and engaged in plotting on her behalf during her English imprisonment, 

emphasizing his importance to both queens.3 

 Unlike Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay, Lesley was not Protestant and was not anti-

Marian. He remained a publicly devout Catholic until his death in 1596 and was, in fact, one of 

two Catholics chosen by the Protestant elite to debate with John Knox over points of religion in 

1561.4 Over the course of his career, the bishop released a number of texts, including A Treatise 

concerning the Defence of the Honour of Marie and Bishop Leslie’s Narrative. A Treatise has 

been considered the foundation of subsequent pro-Marian works.5 Both works focus upon 

Mary’s rightful place on the English and Scottish thrones and Scotland’s stable relationship with 

the Catholic Church.6 
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By the time that he composed his political History in the early 1570s, Lesley had failed to 

clear Mary’s name or secure her release from imprisonment in England. In response, Mary’s 

supporters called his competence and loyalty into question. Lesley was threatened with the rack 

for his alleged role in a plot to marry Mary and the Duke of Norfolk, which aimed to solidify 

Mary’s claim to the throne of England. As a result, Lesley turned against Mary and fled.7 The 

vernacular manuscript of the History was presented to Mary in 1571, and the Latin version was 

published in 1578 with some changes: certain “Scottish” elements, such as national history, were 

suppressed.8 Between the early and late 1570s, Lesley’s situation had changed: he was in Rome, 

free from fear of the consequences of his writing, and the political climate of his home country 

had completely transformed. By the late-1570s, the bishop was working towards a coordinated 

Catholic invasion of Scotland.9 

 In his vernacular version, Lesley is not writing for a public audience: he is writing 

primarily for Mary. His narrative functions as an argument for her rule and against her 

imprisonment, but his purpose is primarily didactic. He is tutoring Mary in the way that she 

should act if she is released. In his Latin version, however, Lesley is targeting a larger, pan-

European audience in a more moralistic role. He is well aware of the uses of history in 

influencing the future.10 His Latin History thus functions as an extended apologia for both Mary 

Stuart and the Catholic religion. He defends both vigorously.11  

                                                           
7 Beckett, The Political Works, 14; Lindsay, History of Scottish Literature, 123. 
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9 Beckett, The Political Works, 199, 224. 
10 Beckett, The Political Works, 210, 214. 
11 Mason, “From Buchanan,” 23, 24. 
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Lesley does not believe in elective monarchy and instead aims to support hereditary 

succession and Mary’s rightful place on the English and Scottish thrones, unlike Knox, 

Buchanan, and Lindsay, who have argued for her continued deposition.12 Lesley bases his 

argument on politico-religious perspectives. Yet, this is perhaps an oversimplified explanation of 

Lesley’s goals. While he does argue for support of these two elements, he uses both in 

attempting to advance his own status within the Church.13  

Though his goals differ from the other three authors discussed in this paper, Lesley 

employs similar if inverse methods of persuasion. Like Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay, he 

focuses on the elements of Catholicism, Frenchness, tyranny/agency, and femininity. Lesley, 

however, perceives of these aspects as positive instead of negative. He attempts to form positive 

reputations for Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart primarily through the use of indirect methods of 

persuasion, such as favourable comparison to previous monarchs and disparagement of enemies. 

Lesley’s History offers a Catholic/religious/political perspective on Marie de Guise and Mary 

Stuart. 

 The first indirect form of persuasion found in Lesley’s History is his dedication to Mary. 

He suggests “affectionate zeal in her service” and references the dignity and utility of Scotland’s 

history.14 He thus identifies himself as a royalist and as a patriot. He also calls himself Mary’s 

“maist humil subject and serviteur,” which, though formulaic, places him in a position of high 

esteem.15 At the same time, he establishes his credentials as a loyal adherent.16 He also adds a 

general dedication to the pope, further identifying himself as a Catholic Scottish writer, the only 
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one who appears in this paper.17 These dedications serve to remind his audience of his immediate 

purposes: to reinstate Mary and to support the Catholic Church. 

 Lesley establishes his humanist education through reference to Plato and Stoicism, and 

Cato, who is wise, prudent and a good leader, thus increasing his authority with his audience 

through reference to earlier sources.18 Continuing in this humanist trend, he mentions Boece, a 

“man of gryit erudicione” whose “true histories” he plans to continue with his History.19 Lesley 

is, however, critical of Boece’s work and does not follow it strictly. For example, he does not 

agree that misgovernment may be legitimately resisted: the monarch rules all.20 He thus separates 

himself from earlier historians like Boece and Mair. Lesley abstains from writing the history of 

other countries, perhaps in protest against Mair’s work.21 Through this difference, Lesley 

effectively separates himself from Mair’s history and solidifies his connection to Boece’s. 

Because of his knowledge of both men’s works, he has knowledge of the chroniclers used in 

Boece and Mair. He does not, however, mention them directly. In his epistle, Lesley suggests 

that histories should be “pleasant to read.”22 Here, Lesley again demonstrates a Buchanan-like 

characteristic: the quality of his prose is important, and he realizes that an audience is more 

receptive to certain styles of writing. These elements establish his knowledge, education, and 

authority over the reader.23 

 Continuing in this vein of indirect persuasion and in a reflection of Knox’s religious 

arguments in his History of the Reformation, Lesley urges the reader to “discerne godliness fra 

impietie, and knaw quhat is acceptabil to his godly majeste, and quhat thingis provokes his 
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wraith.”24 He is attempting to steer his audience away from the influence of Knoxian criticism 

with this warning. Yet, he also suggests that religion is not the focus of his History.25 This is not 

entirely honest: while supporting Mary is his primary goal, he also aims to support the 

Counterreformation. Nevertheless, Lesley attempts to distance himself from religious argument 

and connects himself instead to the political arguments of Buchanan through reference to older 

sources. 

 Lesley’s representation of historical figures in his narrative differs from Knox’s, 

Buchanan’s and Lindsay’s representations. The bishop describes past kings and queens as 

“noble, valyeant men and verteous women” almost immediately, thus separating his own opinion 

from contemporary descriptions.26 By offering his audience a positive perspective on kings and 

queens, he attempts to create powerful and moral predecessors for Marie and a hereditary lineage 

for Mary. His actual history begins with the death of James I and the marriage of Mary of 

Guelders and James II, like Lindsay’s Historie – both are continuations of Boece, but the two 

texts are very different.27 

 James I is described as a “noble, wise, vailyeant and vertuous Prince,” who is killed in a 

horrifying act of treason.28 Lesley thus emphasizes the immorality of killing one’s monarch, 

making oblique reference to works by Knox and Buchanan. Nevertheless, the events of James’ 

reign promote the loyalty of the nobility and orthodoxy and civilization in monarchy.29 He is the 

first example of a good monarch. Although the loyalty of the nobility is in question during both 

Marie’s regency and Mary’s reign, both queens retain religious orthodoxy and invest in the court. 
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They adhere to these methods of good rulership. After James’ death, the narrative moves to 

James II and Mary of Guelders, the latter of whom becomes one of seven regents for James III.30 

She had a remarkable aptitude for foreign affairs, making her a competent regent.31 Lesley’s 

mention of Mary of Guelders’ regency is important to his construction of a continuum for good 

female rulers.32 This continuum presents female regents as both competent and responsible in 

order to justify Marie de Guise’s regency and Mary Stuart’s rule.  

 Lesley does not only discuss monarchs: he mentions the nobility as well. The evils of 

poor counsel are discussed repeatedly in the History. This serves as a lesson for Mary: without 

the support of good counsel, she will have difficulty controlling her nobility and making just, 

responsible decisions in government. James IV, otherwise seen as a good and wise king, was 

persuaded by ill counsel to rebel against his own father. Yet, this “noble prince of greit 

repentance” overcomes this manipulation in order to rule the country in concord and peace.33 He 

simultaneously repairs the relationship between England and Scotland.34 His actions in youth are 

forgiven, setting a promising precedent for Mary, who has likewise made mistakes in the first 

part of her reign. Lesley’s message to Mary here is that repentance is available for irresponsible 

actions encouraged by poor counsel. Yet, Lesley is also directing this anecdote at Mary’s son, 

James: he, too, was used as a figurehead in rebellion against his parent, and he can make up for 

his role in the rebellion now by supporting his mother’s reinstatement as queen of Scotland. 

 Next, Lesley describes the marriage of James IV and Margaret Tudor. The Scottish 

public happily awaits Margaret’s arrival. The Scottish men dress “far abone the Inglis men baithe 
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in appareill, riche juellis and massy cheanis” in preparation, and the ladies “habily emantis partly 

fit with goldsmyth work, garnishit with perrill and pretious stanis.”35 These descriptions are 

delivered with pride. Clearly, Lesley is a proud Scot, much like Buchanan and Lindsay.36 Unlike 

Buchanan’s and Lindsay’s pride, however, Lesley’s Scottish pride does not encourage rebellion. 

This passage demonstrates the cultural and economic superiority or at least equality of Scotland 

to England. It is most likely a reaction to English writers’ negative judgment of Scotland, which 

is described as an inferior country with savage people.37 Lesley’s Scottish pride dissociates him 

from Knox, whose distaste for pride and vanity has been discussed above. Lesley also differs 

from Knox and Buchanan in his apparently positive perspective on festivity: James IV’s and 

Margaret’s passage through Scotland is to be celebrated and not frowned upon.38 

 Lesley’s description of James IV is filled with examples of good leadership and military 

prowess.39 Unlike the other narratives discussed in this paper, however, Lesley’s mentions the 

positive relationship between James IV and the pope. The pope declares the king protector and 

defender of the Christian faith, presenting him with a diadem.40 The success of Stuart kingship is 

thus associated with the Catholic Church.41 Lesley’s commentary underlines the special 

relationship that had existed between Scotland and Rome until the fifteenth century, wherein 

Scottish bishops were subject directly to the pope.42 Understandably, Lesley is the only writer 

out of those discussed who wants James IV’s association with the pre-Reformation Church to be 
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recorded. This relationship between an example of a good monarch and the pope forges an 

association between the Scottish monarch and the Catholic Church, thus justifying Marie’s and 

Mary’s continued attachment to Roman Catholicism. After all, they are following in the steps of 

previous Stuart monarchs. Lesley finishes his description of James IV with further glorification: 

the king “deservit to be numbreit amangis the best princes that evir regneit” for his dutiful 

government and administration of justice.43 Lesley then suggests that “men war in gued hoipp, 

gif it had pleased the hiche determinat will of almichtie God to have lente him longer life, he 

should have brocht that realme of Scottoland to sic flowrifhinge [sic] estate, as the like in none of 

his prediscessors daies was neuer yit heard of.”44 James IV is thus the best king to have ruled in 

Scotland, and he is both a hereditary and behavioural predecessor for Mary’s rule as her paternal 

grandfather. 

 After James IV’s death, Margaret Tudor acts as queen-regent. She is at first both 

competent and responsible. Lesley emphasizes her agency through her selection of James V’s 

tutor and her re-marriage.45 Yet, this is when the bishop’s opinion of her changes. The marriage 

is “for her [the queen’s] plessour,” and she becomes “incontinent thaireftir,” demonstrating 

feminine lust.46 As suggested by Sarah Dunnigan, desiring entailed surrender.47 Thus, Margaret’s 

government was weakened. Not only does Margaret Tudor engage in sexual misconduct, but she 

also aggressively commands control over the government. She is a prime example of tyranny in a 

woman, and her behaviour results in divisive conflict and a coup d’état.48 Lesley thus warns 

Mary against similar action. It is interesting that Lesley has chosen the topic of re-marriage to 
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demonstrate Margaret’s sexual incontinence and tyranny. Mary’s re-marriage to Bothwell was 

also perceived as sexual misconduct. He has also, perhaps accidentally, formed a comparison 

between Margaret and Marie de Guise. Both women commanded the Scottish government as 

regent, and both regencies resulted in division within the country.  

 Despite Margaret Tudor’s tyranny and stereotypical femininity, she is a competent queen. 

At this juncture, Lesley’s associations between Margaret, Marie, and Mary begin to emphasize 

his support of female rule. Lesley emphasizes the importance of wisdom and godliness and then 

goes on to discuss Margaret’s important role in negotiating a truce with England. He next 

reiterates Margaret’s competence as a regent: the “Quene was adjonit unto thame as ane 

principalle, and that na thing shuld be done but her advyse.”49 This makes for a somewhat 

convoluted perspective on her regency: she is incontinent and tyrannical, yet competent as 

regent. Is this a subtle comparison to Mary’s rule? In earlier sources such as Lindsay, Margaret is 

a virtuous and excellent consort and regent. Lesley is perhaps using this perception to create a 

positive comparison with Mary despite, and perhaps because of, the flaws of the two women. 

 Margaret’s son, James V, is also described from a positive perspective. His relationship 

with the pope is detailed along with the special privileges that he is granted through the pre-

Reformation Church.50 He is thus associated with his father. He uses force only when necessary, 

the very picture of a steadfast king.51 James’ two wives, Madeleine of Valois and Marie de 

Guise, are also described in a complimentary fashion, reflecting positively on James’ choice of 

wives. Lesley is further complimentary upon James V’s death: he was a “nobill prince” who 

“travaillet mekill all his dayes for maintaining of his subjects in peace, justice and quietness.”52 
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He is thus described as an ideal king. The overstatement of positive qualities was a common 

method of direct persuasion.53 Here, Lesley uses it as indirect persuasion in creating moral 

hereditary predecessors for Mary. Lesley’s correlation between Mary and her father sets a high 

standard of rule for her to live up to, much like his previous positive comparisons between Mary 

and her ancestors. According to the principle of hereditary behaviour that Knox, Buchanan, 

Lindsay, and Lesley demonstrate, Mary has undoubtedly inherited James V’s positive 

characteristics. 

 After Mary is born, Marie de Guise is depicted as a cautious mother who stays in bed for 

days with her daughter. She is protecting Mary from power-hungry lords.54 This description 

contrasts with how she has been defined in other works: as a proud, aggressive queen. Later in 

his History, Lesley’s evaluation of her evolves, but at this point, he softens her character and 

makes her appear more traditionally (as opposed to tyrannically) feminine. She is a good queen 

and gentle mother who protects her child.55 Another possible motive for this illustration is to 

balance her later actions as regent, which present her as aggressively masculine. This 

unattractive aspect of masculinity, when practiced by a female regent, subverted the gender 

hierarchy, resulting in tyrannical rule.56 

 Scotland is torn between two powerful potential allies after the death of James V. 

England and France both desire marriage contracts with the princess: they wish to control 

Scotland.57 Marie de Guise is caught in the middle of this conflict as well as a civil war between 

two lords, during which she demonstrates agency through the command of an army. Marie also 
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demonstrates agency in her decision to send Mary to France for her protection, along with 

deciding to foster the Auld Alliance between France and Scotland through a marriage contract 

with the French dauphin: Parsons argues that queen mothers often had this kind of influence in 

their daughters’ marriages, even if the influence was indirect.58  

 A strong relationship with France aids Scotland in defence of Henry VIII’s “Rough 

Wooing.”59 Lesley describes the English king’s methods as greedy and cruel, further clarifying 

the author’s perception of Henry VIII.60 The Scottish people feared a marriage contract between 

Mary and Edward VI of England because of Henry’s recent aggression.61 Though the English 

king’s vigour in warfare might have been well-received by a late-medieval audience, early 

modern writers valued traits such as steadfastness instead, especially if the aggression was 

directed at them.62 Lesley’s opinion of England is thus solidified in conjunction with previous 

descriptions of Henry as a poor monarch. Unlike Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay, he does not 

encourage union with England at this juncture. Yet, Lesley’s aversion does not constitute 

xenophobia: later, with Mary’s claim to the English throne, his opinion changes. As suggested 

above, the bishop is heavily invested in the marriage contract between Mary and the dauphin. He 

supports Marie de Guise. 

 Lesley supports the contract with France and notes that “quhilk ordour was keipit be the 

cuming of the Quene dowarier” to Scotland after her travels in France in 1550.63 Upon her return 

in 1551, Marie has contact with the soldiers and is treated as a commander in place of the actual 

regent, insinuating that she is more powerful.64 Thus, she does not need to be regent in order to 
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maintain power in Scotland as a queen-mother and as a political agent. In this section, Lesley 

aims to emphasize Marie’s capability as a political leader and to offer support to the concept of 

female rule: sometimes women are better leaders than their male counterparts. Lesley further 

offers that, “Sone eftir the Quenis returning, sho labored to aggre all the nobill men of sic 

debaittis, controversies and querrellis.”65 Lesley is demonstrating the Scottish people’s support 

of Marie: even without the official title, she is acting as queen-regent. She demonstrates a 

capability to lead, and Lesley describes her as a “wise, discreit and politique ladie:” the perfect 

queen, as described by Judith Bennett, Rachel Gibbons, and Eva Zita Rohr and Lisa Benz.66  

 Marie de Guise is appointed official regent soon after. Unlike the other histories 

discussed in this paper, Lesley’s History conveniently skips over the actions that lead to this 

moment (i.e. the payment of the Earl of Arran and supporting nobles). A “deal” with Arran is 

mentioned but left undetailed.67 Instead, “[t]he hoill realme of Scotland being this manir in 

quyetnes, everye man addrest him self to policie.”68 This is contrary to other contemporary 

narratives, which suggest that the beginning of Marie’s regency was rife with displeasure and 

conflict. Yet, these negative narratives aimed to detract from any possible success on Marie’s 

part and were most likely exaggerated. Here, Lesley has created a narrative which emphasizes 

the success of Marie’s reign. The new narrative lends support to her appointment as regent and to 

her actions as Mary’s mother. 

 This “clement and mercefull princes” is “received verrey honorablie, and intertenit 

sumpteousslie,” further underlining the people’s appreciation of her rule.69 As suggested by 
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Tracy Adams and Glenn Rechtschaffen in relation to medieval chronicles, sixteenth-century 

histories inevitably recorded such stagings of power.70 These are brief examples of the direct 

positive persuasion that Lesley uses. Despite all of her good qualities, however, her negative 

ones serve as a warning for her daughter: Marie is impatient, filled with “gret coler and anger,” 

and has difficulty agreeing with the nobles.71 Instead of reacting in an appropriate way to the 

“tumult” of Scotland, she “past all the rest of that winter in sumpteous and magnificque 

banqueting.”72 These actions demonstrate irresponsibility and a French predilection for pleasures 

of the flesh, as suggested by Gibbons in her discussion of Isabeau of Bavaria.73  Such love of 

extravagance and luxury was perceived as feminine by contemporaries.74 In this way, Marie acts 

as a warning to Mary as well. Lesley is subtly comparing Mary to her mother and telling Mary 

where she made mistakes in her rule. 

 Lesley is perhaps attempting to remain an unbiased narrator through his attention to both 

Marie de Guise’s positive and negative qualities. Self-control, rationality, moderation, and 

sobriety were supposedly masculine traits.75 Marie retained a number of these characteristics. 

Much like a king, the queen-regent was a competent ruler. Lesley reiterates her capability as a 

regent and leader and extolls her ability to rule even during sickness after discussing her more 

stereotypically feminine qualities (i.e. anger, impatience, etc.).76 Lesley bemoans the queen-

regent’s death, and this is where he most obviously makes use of direct persuasion: “honorable 

princes, pairtlie consumed with gret melancolie, thought and grievous displeasour, pairtlie with 
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lan and incurable seiknes […] nobill, wife and honorable princesse and chaist Ladie, ever weill 

and verteiysslue exercid, keeping hir vidowit with gret honor.”77 This last part is important: 

despite Marie de Guise’s stereotypically feminine behaviour, she remained sexually continent 

after her husband’s death. Her continence grants her extended power and contrasts with other 

European and Scottish examples of queenship.78  

 Marie de Guise was the first queen who “learned as a king:” she “kepit guid justice, and 

was weill obeyit our all the partis of Scotlande.”79 While this suggestion is hardly true, from 

Lesley it is reinforcement of Marie’s capability for rule and a subtle comparison to his earlier 

praise of James IV. He finds reasons for discord with her reign, further emphasizing Marie’s 

success as regent. He suggests primarily that her introduction of new, French practices to 

Scotland was greeted with fear and that she simply did not have enough support to implement 

these policies successfully.80 The Treaty of Edinburgh was ratified by the nobility just months 

after the death of the queen-regent. This lends credibility to Lesley’s suggestion that Marie 

lacked the necessary support to enforce her policies while simultaneously emphasizing Marie’s 

power even during the end of her regency. Lesley discusses Marie’s regency extensively at the 

cost of discussing Mary’s rule in detail. He does this possibly to focus on the queen-regent’s 

success instead of her daughter’s unstable reign, as had been accomplished by earlier historians 

such as Christine de Pizan.81 With the death of Mary’s husband in December of 1560, it was time 

for the Scottish queen’s return to Scotland.  

 Lesley’s discussion of Mary Stuart begins with indirect persuasion. The Queen of Scots 
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leaves France for Scotland with “favorabill and loving interteinment, and most frendlie amyte, 

with confirmations of ane perpetuall frendschipp.”82 This description emphasizes Scotland’s 

continued alliance with France and devalues relations with England. Many noblemen – though 

not all -- “reposed of hir Majesteis returning” and offered her their service.83 At this juncture, 

Lesley’s habit of exaggeration is conspicuously missing. It is possible that he understood Mary’s 

awareness of the bittersweet nature of her arrival for the people of Scotland. 

 Not everyone was pleased with Mary’s return. Lesley cautions against the concentration 

of powerful nobles along the borders of a country.84 They will “renounce their obedience to 

thaire natural prince and supreme governour the prejudice maie be greit and irrecoverable,” he 

warns.85 Therefore, it is neither Marie’s nor Mary’s fault that they each lose control of the 

nobility. According to Lesley, it is natural for lords living outside of the direct influence of the 

monarch to disobey, since they desire personal power.86 While not directly related to pro-Marian 

propaganda, Lesley nevertheless uses this commentary to persuade his audience that the Scottish 

queen is not to be blamed for her inability to control the aristocracy.  

 Direct persuasion in relation to Mary’s character in Lesley’s History is sparse. A few 

references to the queen as “heich,” “vertuous,” and “excellent” exist, and Lesley does describe 

the Scottish queen as “ane of the faresst, most civile and verteous princis of the hoill world.”87 

These compliments categorize Mary as a good queen.88 In response to offers of service, “her 

hienes exceptit in guide part, bot gaif thame most hastie thanckis, with loving countenance, and 
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comelie behaviour,” suggesting a pleasant disposition.89 Although not necessarily solely related 

to queenship, these compliments emphasize Mary’s admirable character, as opposed to negative 

contemporary descriptions from Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay. From her arrival in Edinburgh, 

therefore, Lesley is establishing his queen as both politically capable and gracious, traits of a 

good queen.90 Further flattery is omitted, Lesley insists, to avoid vice.91 

 Instead, Lesley uses methods of direct persuasion to insist upon Mary’s right to the 

English throne: she is the “just heritour of the realme of Inglande, as nerrest and lauchfull to the 

croun thairof.”92 He supports Mary’s claim to the throne of England based on the desire for a 

crowned Catholic monarch.93 After making the above claim, he reinforces his point by stating 

that, as the last Catholic queen of England, Mary Tudor’s legislation against Elizabeth’s 

succession to the throne remains valid. The next successor to the throne via descent is Mary, thus 

strengthening her claim.94 This claim is the most direct form of political argument used by 

Lesley in his History. 

 Despite his support for his queen, Lesley is aware of Mary’s shortcomings. She most 

likely is aware of them as well. She was brought up in France and “culd not haif learnet 

knowledge as experience of hir awin realme.”95 Much like Knox’s assertion that she “grew up in 

joyousitie,” this comment by Lesley reinforces the concept of Mary as a foreign queen. While 

Knox’s declaration displays Mary in a negative light, however, Lesley’s seeks patience and 

understanding while fulfilling his didactic purpose in educating Mary. 
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 Lesley ends his History with displeasure at the state of Scotland: the “ondewtifull doingis 

of the subjectis agains thair soverayne Princesse” are caused by “ambitious myndes tendenge to 

usurpe the government.”96 This comment mirrors earlier literature in support of Mary Tudor’s 

reign, which stressed the indefensibility and rebellion against an ordained monarch.97 

Furthermore, he suggests that “the trew hisstorye may appere frome the falsse reportis, and that 

innocent lady our soverayne princesse, may be deliverit from the sclaunderis and calumnies 

quhairwith sum his gone about to stane and blott hir honour without any just defest.”98 Finally, 

the true purpose of Lesley’s History is revealed. 

 In many ways, Lesley’s History is the polar opposite of Knox’s History of the 

Reformation. The authors are writing from totally different perspectives, Protestant/anti-Marian 

vs. Catholic/pro-Marian, in different styles, explosive vs. calmly didactic, with different 

arguments, religious vs. primarily political, and with opposing purposes: to support the 

Reformation and Mary’s continued imprisonment vs. to support Catholicism, to educate Mary, 

and to support Mary’s freedom. Unlike previous literature in support of Catholic queens, 

Lesley’s History does not make use of biblical precedent.99 Yet, Lesley’s History also differs 

from Buchanan’s and Lindsay’s works: his Catholicism and pro-Marian stance ensure this. 

Through these dissimilar histories, the reader is offered a heterogenic perspective on Scotland 

from the 1540s to the 1570s.  

 Perhaps most strikingly, contrasting methods of persuasion are found in Lesley’s text. 

Lesley actively avoids complimentary direct persuasion for Mary’s cause due to his insistence 

                                                           
96 Lesley, History, 301. 
97 Bowman, “Mastering,” 809. 
98 Lesley, History, 303. 
99 Bowman, “Mastering,” 811. 
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that flattery is a vice. Lesley also uses different forms of indirect persuasion: instead of utilizing 

slander, Lesley focuses on positive aspects of character and favourable comparisons to previous 

monarchs. This last method of persuasion is particularly prominent in Lesley’s subtle 

comparison of Marie de Guise and Mary. Like in Knox’s, Buchanan’s, and Lindsay’s work, 

Marie is Mary’s hereditary and behavioural predecessor. The two women are alike in many 

ways: they are both noble and honourable, and they both have the love of their people, 

reinforcing their categorization as good queens. Yet, they are both impatient and have difficulty 

coming to agreement with the nobles. They thus share both masculine and feminine traits. 

Nevertheless, Lesley focuses on the same things as Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay: Catholicism, 

Frenchness, tyranny/agency, and femininity. Instead of perceiving these elements negatively, 

however, he perceives of them positively. 

 Lesley’s defence of monarchical authority and the sacred freedom of the anointed 

monarch is balanced by his insistence on the nobility’s importance to the crown through counsel, 

military service, and loyalty.100 Lesley also emphasizes this concept through the description of 

the three estates and his exceptional degree of social analysis, which focuses on the different 

categories of nobility and their functions.101 In particular, this aspect of his History excuses 

Marie de Guise’s and Mary Stuart’s failures. Despite its importance to Mary and her supporters, 

Lesley’s History was ignored by both Lindsay and Buchanan, who wrote after Lesley’s work 

was released and published.102 Lesley greatly desired reconciliation between Scotland and the 

                                                           
100 Loades, “The English State,” 169; Mason, “From Buchanan,” 24. 
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Roman Catholic Church through Mary, but his obsession with factionalism is over-emphasized 

and does not speak to Scotland as a whole.103 

Lesley was ultimately unsuccessful in his aims: he did not persuade Scotland to reinstate 

Mary or to return to Catholic worship, though his representation of Mary did survive. Through 

the analysis above, it becomes apparent that the main issue in Lesley’s work is the lack of 

negative propaganda, which is much more easily used to persuade. By attempting to focus on 

positive persuasion based on opinion instead of the admittedly little evidence favourable to 

Mary’s release, Lesley’s disappointingly undetailed History has gained a reputation as an 

apology instead of as a political argument for Mary’s reinstatement.104 Nevertheless, the 

examination of his work offers a Catholic/political/religious perspective on Marie de Guise and 

Mary Stuart. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

Four Scottish writers have been examined in this thesis. Based on a spectrum from negative to 

positive, each author’s perspectives on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart have been analyzed. The 

four works retain both similarities and differences, and as demonstrated, each uses both direct 

and indirect persuasion to manipulate its audience. Yet, they function together to create 

heterogeneous perspectives on the two queens in question and, combined, to offer a glimpse at 

the way that queens during the Reformation were portrayed for political purpose. 

 John Knox wrote in opposition to the two Catholic queens who ruled during the 

Reformation in Scotland. Through the re-styling of pre-Reformation pro-Scottish sentiment, he 

effectively identifies national interest with the deposition of Marie de Guise and then later with 

the deposition of her daughter.1 His work, along with Buchanan’s, resulted in Lesley’s History. 

Knox’s self-perception as a latter-day prophet heavily influenced his writing, which was unfair 

and inaccurate at times, though it was also skillfully balanced with rhetoric.2  

 Unlike the other three authors discussed in this thesis, Knox’s writing is at times highly 

emotional. His unique, religiously-based criticism is based on biblical precedent and characters 

attacks focused on Catholicism, Frenchness, tyranny, and femininity, at the cost of political 

argument. He primarily makes use of indirect persuasion to support his arguments. His vigorous, 

colourful History functions as a justification for his First Blast, supports the Reformation and 

                                                           
1 Mapstone, “Scotland’s Stories,” 271. 
2 Lindsay, History of Scottish Literature, 117; David George Mullan, “Writing the Reformation in Scotland,” in 

Literature and the Scottish Reformation, ed. David George Mullan and Crawford Gribben (Farnham: Ashgate, 

2009). 
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attempts to destroy Marie’s and Mary’s reputations.3 It offers a hardline-Protestant/religious 

perspective on the two queens. 

 George Buchanan’s radical theory of popular sovereignty had wide-ranging influence in 

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.4 It symbolized the original and continuing 

autonomy of the Scottish kingdom particularly during union and in the centuries after. While his 

De Iure and his Detectioun focus primarily on theatrical tropes and the illusion of a balanced 

legal trial for Mary, his History remains unencumbered by these aspects.5 Instead, it emphasizes 

indirect criticism through political argument and ancient and contemporary predecessors. 

Buchanan’s purposes were to support the Reformation, to tutor James VI, and to prevent Mary’s 

reinstatement as ruling monarch in Scotland. He was successful in all three ventures. His work is 

perhaps the most sophisticated anti-Marian criticism of the sixteenth century. It offers a 

Protestant/political/secular perspective on both Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. 

 Lindsay’s Historie has had a popular influence on the way that Scots view sixteenth-

century history. He wrote earlier than Buchanan but later than Knox and Lesley and was a 

moderate reformer who used both religious and secular argument to ensure the success of the 

Reformation in Scotland and the continued imprisonment of Mary. Though his Historie and 

Cronicles is more moderate than both Knox’s and Buchanan’s work, he does not by any means 

offer a positive portrayal of either Marie de Guise or her daughter. This, however, is done 

hesitantly: Lindsay was a royalist and had no wish to alienate James VI.  

                                                           
3 Lindsay, History of Scottish Literature, 118. 
4 Erskine and Mason, “Introduction,” 1. 
5 McElroy, “Performance,” 50. 
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 Lindsay was not educated to the same degree as Knox, Buchanan, and Lesley. His lower 

level of education influenced the way that his work is written: not only does he uncritically 

accept stories at face value, but he also confuses dates and greatly exaggerates anecdotes. As 

such, Lindsay uses different methods of criticism: although he makes use of comparisons to 

other monarchs like Buchanan and Lesley, he also focuses on the support of Marie’s and Mary’s 

enemies like John Knox. Almost exclusively, Lindsay’s direct criticism of Mary is based on her 

treatment of Darnley and her alleged role in his murder. Unlike the other three authors, Lindsay 

neglects to form judgments on Mary’s personality and/or character. His aims are similar to 

Knox’s and Buchanan’s: he desires to support the Reformation, to prevent Mary from being 

reinstated, and to educate James VI in his rule. Lindsay offers a unique perspective on Marie and 

Mary from a moderate Protestant/religious/political perspective. 

 Lesley is the lone Catholic supporter of Mary considered in this thesis. His text obviously 

offers a different perspective on the two queens and uses different methods of persuasion. For the 

bishop, Marie and Mary are both strong, capable queens who fail due to the greed and 

insubordination of the nobility. As a result of his support for both queens, Lesley ignores 

unpopular political decisions and questionable behaviours. Instead, he focuses on positive 

decisions and aspects of reputation through positive comparison to previous monarchs and the 

demonstration of capability for rule.  

 Despite the tendency of Catholics to attack Knox as an enemy of the Church, Lesley 

refrains for the most part from using methods of direct criticism against the preacher.6 This is 

most likely part of the reason that Lesley’s History was unsuccessful in its aims to reinstate Mary 
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and to support the return of Catholicism to Scotland. The most powerful and potentially 

destructive criticism involves the defining and naming of an opponent’s character according to 

the writer’s terms.7 Lesley’s use of positive persuasion was evidently less successful than the 

other three authors’ negative criticism, as demonstrated by Mary’s execution in 1587. Following 

Lesley’s History, a number of other Catholic tracts by exiled Catholic supporters were released. 

These documents stridently asserted royal absolutism, further polarizing narratives on Mary 

Stuart.8 Unfortunately, they too failed to save the Queen of Scots. Lesley’s History offers a 

Catholic/political/religious perspective on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart, though it was 

unsuccessful in its aims. 

 Most criticism on the two queens follow a similar narrative based on Marie’s and Mary’s 

descent into criminality. These same narratives suggested classical character flaws such as 

infidelity, selfishness, and arrogance. Surprisingly, neither negative nor positive portrayals 

directly mention the role of motherhood, a key element in most criticism on queenship.9 

Especially for Lesley, this is surprising, as motherhood was perceived as a way for women to 

overcome natural inferiority.10 Despite complaints about Marie de Guise’s pro-French policies, 

she was most likely understood to have been protecting Mary by sending her to France. In the 

same way, Mary’s reputation as a mother was left intact: she arranged for her son to be tutored 

and cared for, and a lack of direct contact between them was not used in criticism against her, 

though she only acted as a mother for a short period of time. This is particularly surprising, as 

Jayne Lewis suggests that the Scottish public was especially interested in Mary’s role as a 

                                                           
7 McElroy, “Performance,” 63, 
8 Mason, Kingship, 3. 
9 Gibbons, “Isabeau,” 58. 
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mother.11 Thus, sixteenth-century Scottish literature did not strictly follow the stereotypical 

dichotomy between good and bad queens, despite the importance of dualism in premodern 

society.12 

 Why was printed criticism so necessary if the two queens’ actions were both obvious and 

public, as Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay suggest? Despite this assertion, a lack of transparency 

in the court resulted in sexual insinuations. Had the two queens been universally despised, 

however, there would have been no need to defame them. All three anti-Marian works are rife 

with both direct and indirect methods of criticism against the two Scottish queens. Knox’s, 

Buchanan’s, and Lindsay’s texts also espouse two tenets of neoclassicism: the right to resist a 

tyrant and the necessity of consent to be ruled. In order to support these concepts, Marie and 

Mary were necessarily transformed into feminine, French, Catholic tyrants. With the addition of 

Lesley’s History, all four works attempted to control public opinion instead of expressing it. 

Through well-placed persuasion, this was indeed possible and resulted in reciprocal changes to 

legislation, creating a cycle of feedback between persuasion and public opinion.13 In Scotland, 

for example, individual books of Knox’s History influenced opinion on Mary Stuart and on the 

state of religion in the country, leading to strong support for Protestant initiatives. Royal 

ordinances, entries, and Lesley’s work imposed a certain view of the queens on the public, but 

the widely-circulated negative propagandistic texts held superior sway over public perception 

and resulted in the failure of positive persuasion.14  

                                                           
11 Lewis, Mary Queen of Scots, 5. 
12 Sauer, Gender. 
13 Adams and Rechtschaffen, “The Reputation,” 14. 
14 Adams and Rechtschaffen, “The Reputation,” 16. Regents also circulated ordinances, which in some cases would 

negatively influence perception of the king or queen in question. See Adams and Rechtschaffen, “The Reputation,” 

18. 
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Early queenship scholars tended to assume that queens existed in a dichotomized state: as 

either a mother/maiden or a whore.15 Bennett argues against this split view, but Adams suggests 

that queens’ personal qualities were inferred from social templates.16 All four histories indeed 

portray queenship as a stereotype, though representations were multi-faceted in some cases. 

Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay portray both queens as “the whore” for the most part, but 

especially in Buchanan’s version of events, both queens also had positive qualities: Marie is 

described as witty and politically-effective, and Mary has a natural charm that allows her to sway 

her advisors and the public. Lesley, on the other hand, categorizes the two queens as virtuous 

maidens and then as capable mothers. He represents both women as fulfilling different roles as 

different times in their lives.17 Nevertheless, negative reputations for both Marie de Guise and 

Mary Stuart survived. Clearly, the aversion to regnant queens lasted into the early modern 

period. 

For Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay, Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart were overly-

feminine tyrants fixated on personal gain at the cost of the commonwealth. Each of the three 

texts reacts against this sixteenth-century version of tyranny. Contemporaries preferred to be 

ruled by an adult male and, although Scottish writers were forced to consider the attributes of 

female regents and monarchs, they primarily supported James VI’s early accession to the throne. 

Thus, Knox, Buchanan, and Lindsay formulated and reproduced a negative narrative of Marie’s 

and Mary’s reigns that remained popular despite Lesley’s attempt to re-balance their reputations. 

 Each of the four texts considered in this thesis is unique in some way: Knox’s History is 

the only document that uses emotive, religious argument, Buchanan’s History is the only 

                                                           
15 Bennett, Queens, 7. 
16 Adams, “Gender,” 30; Bennett, Queens, 9. 
17 Stafford, “The Portrayal,” 148. 
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complete history of Scotland that does not function as a continuation, Lindsay’s Historie was 

written for a popular audience, and Lesley’s History was pro-Marian and pro-Catholic. As 

demonstrated above, these differences both result in slight variances within the texts and 

simultaneously form a full spectrum of thought on Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart, beginning 

with a hardline-Protestant/anti-Marian/religious stance and ending with a Catholic/pro-

Marian/political perspective. Other differences are also apparent: Knox and Lindsay focus on the 

fact that Mary is a woman, but Buchanan and Lesley suggest that any monarch can be judged by 

the people. This is partly a reflection of their personal views, but it is also an outcome of 

Buchanan’s and Lesley’s political awareness from spending so many years at court.18  

Despite these differences, the analysis above has focused on similarities between all four 

texts. For example, all four authors display strong pro-Scottish sentiment bordering on 

nationalism.19 The four authors also use a variety of direct and indirect attacks against and for 

Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart, including comparison to previous monarchs, character 

manipulation, and defamation of supporters/opponents. All four texts rely heavily upon 

stereotyping, as seen in their discussions of Marie and Mary as women and tyrants or in Lesley’s 

case as noble and honourable women. All four authors illustrate their understanding of the 

importance of rhetoric and established authority in humanist argumentation.20 The four historians 

also adapt Marie’s and Mary’s characters to their own agendas. For Knox, Buchanan, and 

Lindsay, this is the support of the Reformation and criticism of Mary’s repeated attempts to gain 

the English throne and to regain the Scottish one; for Lesley, it is support for Mary’s release and 

her installation as queen of both England and Scotland.  

                                                           
18 Walton, Catholic Queen, 155. 
19 Walton, Catholic Queen, 160. 
20 Farrow, John Knox, 14, 322. 
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The four texts also focus on the same four main points: Catholicism, Frenchness, 

tyranny/agency, and femininity. As discussed in the introductory chapter, femininity and tyranny 

were inextricably linked during the early modern period through traits such as licentiousness, 

cruelty, and a predisposition to rage. This point has been reinforced through analysis of the four 

texts. In all four histories, Catholicism and Frenchness are also related: Marie de Guise is both 

Catholic and a native of France, and Mary Stuart is Catholic and was raised in France. A number 

of supporters and contemporaries share these traits. Yet, Catholicism, Frenchness, 

tyranny/agency, and femininity are also linked together. As suggested by descriptions of 

supporters, including the Guises and the French king, Frenchmen also demonstrate tyrannical 

and feminine traits, such as weakness and a fondness for pleasures of the flesh. They, too, are 

Catholic, thus emphasizing the connection between Catholicism and tyranny. The personal 

relationship between Mary Stuart and the Catholic Church reinforces this association: especially 

for Knox, Mary personifies the Church. Thus, Catholicism, Frenchness, tyranny, and femininity 

are intricately intertwined. 

 Perhaps most importantly, all four authors present Marie de Guise as a behavioural and 

hereditary predecessor for Mary. Regardless of whether this association is negative or positive, 

Knox, Buchanan, Lindsay, and Lesley all return to this theme in their work. Each author 

references similarity of character and method of rule. In anti-Marian examples, both women are 

cruel, manipulative, and engage in sexual misconduct. In pro-Marian examples, the two queens 

are noble and virtuous. While these two different perspectives demonstrate the two ways that 

women and queens, in particular, were represented during the early modern period, the close 

association between Marie and Mary is exceptionally prominent in all four works and would 

benefit from further study.  
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 One must ask: what was the popular perspective on the two queens during the sixteenth 

century? The effectiveness of criticism is always questionable, as some reputations are already 

negative and then are reinforced by attacks.21 Based on the examination of primary source 

documents as well as research by the scholars discussed above, it is apparent that Marie de Guise 

and Mary shared reputations that were simultaneously negative and positive. These reputations 

changed over the course of their lives and after. Due to Mary’s treatment by Scotland and 

England and the success of Protestantism in Scotland, however, it is clear that anti-Marian 

criticism was successful in its aims. 

 Mary Stuart’s court has been referred to as the intellectual and political heart of the 

Scottish Reformation.22 With the influence that it had on Knox’s, Buchanan’s, Lindsay’s, and 

Lesley’s histories, this is certain. Mary’s reign had unquestionable influence on the literary 

works of the period despite the popularly negative portrayals that her reign received from many 

contemporary historians.23 The writers of Scotland were obsessed with their sovereign prince, 

and this is demonstrated by the works’ foci and methods of persuasion. Although the differences 

between the four texts offer a fully-rounded perspective and polarized identity of both Marie de 

Guise and Mary Stuart during the post-Reformation period, it is their similarities which reinforce 

accepted methods of persuasion on early modern queens and suggest similarly-formulated 

perspectives of Marie de Guise and Mary Stuart. It is for this that they have primarily been 

remembered and studied in the modern period. Though the reputations of these two queens have 

experienced a more positive portrayal in the past few decades, they were both unquestionably 

                                                           
21 Martijn Icks and Eric Shiraev, “Epilogue,” in Character Assassination throughout the Ages, ed. Martijn Icks and 

Eric Shiraev (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 277. 
22 Cameron, “Humanism,” 180. 
23 These works have in turn influenced modern histories. Tracy Adams argues that negative portrayals of Isabeau of 

Bavaria have coloured modern perceptions of the queen. This is certainly the case with Wormald’s view of Mary 

Stuart. See Adams, “Louis,” 130 and Wormald, Mary. 
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damaged by successful negative criticism based on their Catholicism, Frenchness, 

tyranny/agency, and femininity. 
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